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4 Summary. This pamphlet covers the method and procedures for performing
reliability-centered maintenanse (RCM). It is to be used with MIL-STD 1388-2A
for developmental items or by itself for fielded equipment.

Applicability. This pamphlet applies to all U.S. Army Materiel Cor.mand (0MC)
Smajor subordinate commands (MSCs) having responsibility for reiearch, develop-

ment, acquisititn, manasement, and maintenance of Army materiel throughout the
(4) system/equipment life cycl.
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Foreword

With the emergence of the boeing 747 aircraft, the US airlines determined that
aircraft maintenance would require considerable change from that required for
prior equipment due to immense scheduled maintenance cost increases. Therefore,
the airline operators collectively organized a study group in July 1968 to layout
methodology to resolve the problem. The first group was referred to as
Maintenance Steering Group No. 1 (MSG-1).

As more wide-body aircr3ft such as the LI011 and DC-1O emerged, the airlines
cintinued to update their maintenance program efforts. The second effort was
referred to as MSG-2. A third document, MSG-3, was developed to incorporate
maintenance task analysis including frequency. This approach to maintenance
enabled the airlines to realize major reductions in overall operations and
support costs, with no degradation in reliability or safety.

Through the issuance of Program Objective Memorandum (POM) 78-82, the Army
established the requirement that the MSG-2 concept, under the title Reliability
Centered Maintenance (RCM), be incorporated on all Army weapon systems/
equipment.

This pamphlet has been written to help you prepare and Implement the RCM
program as directed in the policies of DOD 0 4151.16, AR 750-1, AR 700-127,
AR 70-1, and 4IL-STDs-1333. Through the proper use of RCM procedures, a vidble
tod reailistic scheduled maintenance program can be developed.

£ ii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. Purpose. This pamphlet is a guide for Army representatives and contractors
oho write and develop a detailed maintenance plan for system/equipment using the
Reliability-Centered Meintenance (RCM) philosophy. It explains in detail how
to use the RCM logic and the failure mode, effects and criticality analysis
(FMECA) to develop a scheduled maintenance plan which includes the maintenance
task and the maintenance 'nterval for preventive maintenance checks and services
(PMCS) and provides inforration for overhaul, age exploration, economic analysis,
and redesign.

1-2. Referencs. Required and related publications are listed in appendix A.

1-3. Explagltion of abbreviations and terms. Abbreviations and special terms
used in this pamphlet are explained in the glossary.

1-4. tur role in developing the Maintenance Plan.

a. RCM analysis is used to obtain the detailed maintenance plan which
provides the basis for the scheduled maintenance workload for the system/
equipment. It is an integral component of Logistic Support Analysisi(LSA) and
continues for the life cycle of the equipment/system,pAR 700-127).

b. You, as the Army representative, should ensure that the RCM requiremcnts
appear in the Integrated Logistic Support Plan (ILSP) of the program management
document (PHD) with the appropriate documentation and milestones (AR 700-127).
The effort does not ent" with input to the ILSP. The plan must he updated and the
information must be transferred to the contract during the concept exploration
phase and continued for the life of the equipment/system.

1-1
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CHAPTER 2

LOGISTICS SUPPORT ANALYSIS (LSA) PROCESS

2-1. Introduction. LSA is initiated in the concept exploration phase and is
continued through the demonstration and validation, full-scale development, and
production and deployment phases. It is a systematic, comprehensive analysis
that is conducted in accordance with MIL-STD 1388-1A. This analyzis is a
composite of systematic actions to identify, define, analyze, quantify, and
process logistic support requirements to achieve a balance among materiel
readiness and capability, reliability, maintainability, vulnerability,
survivability, operating and support costs, hardware costs, and the system's
logistics requirements. These requirements are identified in DOD Directive
5000.39 and AR 700-127 as the elements of ILS. (See fig 2-1)

(1) Design influence and integration
to include logistics-related4 reliability (R) and maintainability (N).

(2) Maintenance plan.

(3) Manpower and personnel.

(4) Supply support.

(5) Support equipment and test,
measurement and diagnostic
equipment.

(6) Training and training devices.

(7) Technical data.

"(8) Computer resou-ces support.

(9) Packaging, ha...T.),, •,d storage.

(10) Transportation aN
transportabilit).

(11) Facilities.

(12) Standardization and
interoperability (forerly RSI) (AR 700-127)

Figure 2-1. ILS Elements

I-

2-
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These elements represent the logistics support resources required by the Army in
the field to maintain a materiel system in operationally ready condition. As the
LSA evolves, the number and type of iterative analyses vary according to the
program schedule and design complexity. RCM is just one iterative analysis with
the results documented in the Logistic Support Analysis Record (LSAR) (MIL-STD
1388-2A).

2-2. Materiel Acquisition Life Cycle. The acquisition life cycle oi a
system/equipment is the total life span commencing with the program initiation
and extending through the operational phase to its eventual retirement from the
inventory. The life cycle concept of materiel is an attempt to present a logical
event-oriented model of the typical acquisition program to aid managers in
planning, scheduling, and executing hardware and logistics suoport acquisition.
The four phases correspond to increasing levels of resource commitment which
requires decision review by higher authority prior to the new commitment.

a. Concept exploration phase. This phase of the acquisition process
explores and identifies alternative system concepts. This will be generally
accomplished by a special task force or special study group. Several studies
will be initiated in this phase prior to and in support of developing a Letter of
Agreement (LOA) and an acquisition strategy as documented in the Systems Concept
Paper (SCP). The concept formulation package consists of four elements:
Trade-Off Determination (TOD); Trade-Off Analysis (TOA); Best Technical Approach
(BTA); and Cost and Operational-Effectiveness Analysis (COEA). The development of
the ILS Plan be.gins the initial planning effort for logistics support planning.

b. Demonstration and validat',on phase. This stage transforms the
conceptual design into a practical design criteria suitable for hardware
development. If necessary the design is evaluated with advance development
models. The technical data base and the contract documentation packbge for
full-scale development of the system are prepared. This phase implements the
logistic support planning started in concept exploration phase. The PMD is
updated and records program decisions and provides appropriate analysis of
technical options, manpower, and logistics requirements and goals, testing, and
financial management. The requirements of the logistic support planning become
part of the advance development (usually contract) and the analyses required from
the ILS plan and LSA program are documented and later verified through
developmental testing and operational testing I (OTIOT I). The results are then
used to update the P14D which contains the Logistic Support Plan.

c. Full-scale development. This pha.4! transforms the design concept that
was validated in the preceding phase into engineering developeent models.
Logistic and maintenance support requirements are validated as described in the
ILS Plan. Conformance to specified requirements for support equipment, tools,
technical data, support items, training, manpower, and othev support elements
dictated by analysis of the design is accomplished. Trade-offs have been
conducted to determine the best balance among hardware characteristics, support
concepts, support resources requirements, ared life-cycle costs.

2-2
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d. Production and deployment. Analysis, test, and evaluation results, and
independent reviews have affirmed that the maintenance plan and planrld manpower
and other logistics support resources are adequate to meet peacetime readiness
and wartime deployment goals. Manufacturing processes and tooling, inspection,
and test procedures, and management control techniques are designed specifically
for manufacture of the production baseline for delivery to the Army user. This
phase involves the establishment of an effective support base, performing
required training, and problem resolution through feedback mechanisms for the
entire service life.

2-3. The zelationship between LSA and RCM. The development of an item/system
requires the interface of many of the logistic support disciplines such as
design, reliability, maintainability, human engineering and cost estimating. Any
change or decision as a result of an analysis in one of the disciplines may
affect all of the other resultant analyses. Therefore, a change In any one
discipline may cause a ripple effect on the total logistics support program and
each of the separate program areas must be constantly reviewed for any impact in
their respective areas. Figure 2-2 shows the systems logistic support analysib
interfaces for applicable tasks called for in MIL-STD 1388-1A. The RCM analysis
is performed as part of the Functional Requirements Identification (Task 301) in
MIL-STD 1388-IA and is documented in Data Record B (Item Reliability (R) and
Maintainability (H) Characteristics) of the LSAR (BIL-STD 1388-2A). The LSAR
Outpit Report LSA-050, RCM Summary, provides the results by task code ror any
maintenance level or safety hazard code for which RCM has been accomplished.
This does not end the requirement to continually update the analysis because of
changes in one of the disciplines or as a result of later analysis (trade-off
analyses (Task 303); or task analysis (Task 401)) which are performed to
determine the best system (support, design and operation) which satisfies the
need with tVe best balance among cost, schedule, performance, and supportability.

2-3
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CHAPTER 3

REQUIREMENTS APPLICATION

3-1. The Maintenance Plan.

a. The maintenance plan describes the requirements and tasks to be
,ccomplished for achieving, restoring, or maintaining the operational capability
of a system or an item of equipment. It is a concise, narrative summary of
maintenance requirements that must be performed for weapon and other systems,
subsystems, equipment and support equipment. A well-developed maintenance plan
will prevent deterioration of the inherent design levels of reliability with a
minimum expendit~ire of maintenance and support resources. Maintenance cannot
correct design deficiencies nor improve inherent levels of reliability provided
by design. Therefore, an important aspect of the maintenance plan development is
the early identification and correction of design deficiencies that will affect
the maintenance plan and its resource requirements. The implementation of the
maintenance plan developed for a system or equipment, along with all attendant
procedures, controls, data $6 ollectirn and reporting, and ILS element resource
requirements, is known as a maintenance program.

b. The maintenance plan establishes and delineates the repairable
components and maintenance requirements of a system, subsystem, or item of
equipment. For each repairable component, the maintenance plan identifies the
maintenance level authorized to Nerform the preventive or corrective maintenance
tasks required, and all necessary system or equipment servicing requirements.
The maintenance plan identifies the support equipment requirements and supply
support requirements that are necessary to perform the indicated preventive
maintenance, corrective maintenance, servicing, or calibration task.

c. The maintenance £plan for a weapon system or item of support equipment
evolves from maintenance concept alternatives through the systematic application
of specific and well-defineo analytic:al steps. These steps are successively
"iterated during the full scale develoomenit phase of a weapon system acquisition.
These steps form an analytical process that is a function of maintenance planning
and engineering, and is called the maintenance planning and analysis process.

d. Maintenance planning is an element of the logisticssupport analysis
process as described in HIL-STD 1388-IA. It is a principal source for the
development and documentation of ILS element requirements. As an inteqral part
of the LSA process, maintenance planning initially strives to establK, concepts
and goals, in the form ut maintenan:e characteristics, that should be achieved by
the proposed syitemdor equipment. Thrvughout the program initiation and full-
scale development phases of program development, maintenance planning data *rt
documented in the LSA records, forming a data base to reflect the current state
of proposed maintenance task%. Ry analyzing the evolving design of the LSA
zandidates, and by describing the maintenance requirements in the form of tasks,
to inrreasingly lowei, indenture levels, the resulting ILS element resource
requirements are developed. Uhere RCH jnalysis is interested in the failure
relationship between equipmentls!yst" age vs. reliability, there is a need for
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age exploration analysis. This process is closely related to the development of
preventive maintenance requirements. Age exploration is also used to validate
preventive maintenance requirements and parameters by supplementing the initial
RCM evaluation. Maintenance planning data, documented as part of the LSA process,
provide the basis for detailed definition of the maintenance plan.

3-2. Maintenance Requirement Categories.

a. Maintenance requirements are categorized as either preventive
maintenance, corrective maintenance, servicing, or calibration requirements.
Except for some servicing and calibration categories, maintenance requirements
are traceable to a failure mode effects and criticality analysis (FMECA). The
FMECA, with the corresponding reliability and maintainability analysis, is the
starting point for the analysis needed to develop maintenance requirements and
tasks through all levels of maintenance, including depot.

b. Preventive maintenance analysis uses reliability centered maintenance
(RCM) logic to develop preventive maintenance requirements. RCM refers to a
scheduled maintenance program designed to realize the inherent reliability
characteristics of weapon and other systems, and equipment items, including
support equipment. Scheduled (preventive) maintenance should be considered for
any item whose loss of function or mode of failure could have safety
consequences. Scheduled maintenance also should be considered foa- any item whose
functional failure will not be evident to the operator or operating crew, and
therefore, cannot be reported for corrective maintenance action. In all other
cases, the consequences of failure are either economic or operational, and
scheduled tasks directed at preventing failures must be justified on these
grounds. An RCM analysis program, leading to the identification of all
preventive maintenance requirements, includes only those tasks that satisfy the
criteria for both applicability and effectiveness. The applicability of a task
Is determined by the characteristics of the item, and its effectiveness is
defined in terms of the consequences the task is designed to prevent. General
and detailed RCH requirements are covered in chapter 4 of this pamphlet.

c. Related to the development of preventive maintenance requirements is the
requirement for age exploration analysis on items for which RCN analysis is
concerned with establishing a failure relationship between age and reliability.
It is also used to validate preventive maintenance requirements and parameters,
building on the initial evaluation. In the early stages of a weapon system or
support equipment life cycle, during the period when preventive maintenance tasks
are being developed, this age-reliability relationship may not - perfectly
understood. This causes conservative estimates of the frequency of scheduled
task performance. As operating experience is gained, this Information is used as
a basis to adjust the time periods for scheduled maintenance and to validate the
overall preventive maintenance prngram. This early age exploration analysis
requireoent produces the initial data to establish time Intervals and planning
for the follow on age exploration. This program is planned during initial
evaluations, begun during test and evaluation, and continued when the weapon
system, equipment or support equipment are fielded. Age exploration is covered
in greater detail In chapter 7.

3-2
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d. Corrective maintenance analysis is performed to determine significant,
detailed corrective maintenance tasks that are required for each repairable ite
down to the replacement component for each level of maintenance under
consideration. During corrective maintenance analysis, two objectives are
realized; the equipment design is assessed in order to evaluate its reliabiliT,
and maintainability characteristics, and tentative maintenance levels for
maintenance requirements task, as well as tentative support equipment, are
identified. (Undesirable characteristics are identified as design probloms and
are reported to the design team for correction or improvement.) Correc. ve
maintenance tasks are then subjected to task, skill, and time-line anal:sis.

e. Servicing requirements analysis is performed to determine those tasks
necessary to replcnish consumables expeided during equipment usage or during
operation of support equipment. Such consumables may include fuel, oil, grease,
graphite, oxygen, or other fluids or stores required for the normal operation of
the equipment o" support equipment. Servicing requirements are separate an(
distinct from preventive maWntenance tasks that may be required to check stores
or various fluid levels prior to operation. Servicing requirements are developed
through an analysis of system and equipment operational requirements. Servicing
requirements, like all other maintenance requirements, are subjected to both task
and skills analysis, and time line analysis. These analyses are necessary to
determine the appropriate logistic element planning constraints.

f. Calibration analysis is the detailed evaluation of a system, subsystem,
or item of support equipment that is performed to develop measurement parameters
that are required prior to establishing ý comprehensive calibration program.
This includes measurement ranges, accuracy requirements, and the calibration
interval required for each level of rmeasurement, with the basic level being when
the system under analysis, and its support equipment, are fully operational.
Each succeeding level then requires a greater degree of accuracy than its
predecessor. The primary objective oF calibration analysis is to then identify
the manpower and support equipment requirements necessary at each level of
measurement.

g. Task and skills analysis identifies the technical tasks that will be
performed by maintenance personnel. The analysis is designed to provide
necessary data to identify manpower requirements for the proper maintenance and
repair of systems or equip•ent items and support equipment in accordance with
their mission, employment concept and doctrine, personnel constraints, and the
approved logistic support concept. it specifically yields quantitative data
concerning required skills, time intervals necessary to accomplish tasks, and
manpower required. The task and skills analysis also provideý descriptive data
cn the specific task steps required for the accooplis.ment of each specified
maintenance or operational requiteaeftt. As part of the task and skills analysis,
most resources (including special tools) required for the performanc.e of each
task step are !lentified and aggreg4ted for subsequent use. The need for
additional training of existing skills, training equipment, and training aids is
also first identified in the task and skills aralysis. These source data are
directly auditable to the required level of maintenance and personnel
requirements.

3-3
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CHAPTER 4

RELIABILITY'CENTERED MAINTENANCE (RCM) APPLICATION AND LOGIC

4-1. RCM Background.

a. The procedures presented in this pamphlet represent an evolution from
the procedures developed in July 1968, by representatives of various airlines
which constituted the Maintenance Steering Group Number 1 (MSG-1). This group
developed decision logic and intra-airline/aircraft manufacturer procedures for
developing scheduled maint~ance programs for the Boeing-747 aircraft.
Subsequently, these procedures were refined, and Boeing-747 peculiarities were
deleted, to make a more universal document titled "Airline Manufacturer's
Maintenance Program Planning Document - MSG-2."

b. The potential value of the MSC-2 concept to the Department of Defense
was acknowledged by the Secretary of Defense in his annual Defense Department
report for FY-76, citing the success of thei Navy application of MSG-2 on the P-3
aircraft progrea ing d~rection was subsequently provided to the services to
apply the MSG-' , nLt to new aircraft entering service in FY-77, to in-service
aircraft by the end of FY-79, and to all other military equipment by the end of
FY-79. The Department of the Army (DA) implementation of the MSG-2 concept is
called RCM. This pamphlet provides guidelines for application of RCM on
developmental and fielded systems as part of the LSA process and incorporates a
logic similar to "Airline Manufacturer's Maintenance Program Planning Document -
MSG-3," which is similar to MSG-2, but is maintenance-task-oriented.

4-2. RCM Objectives.

a. An efficient maintenance analysis and planning program is designed to

meet the following objectives--

(1) To establish design priorities which facilitate preventive maintenance.

(2) To plan preventive maintenance tasks that will restore safety and
reliability to their inherent levels when equipment/system deterioration has
occurred.

(3) To obtain the information necessary for design improvement of those
items whose inherent reliability proves inadequate.

(4) To accomplish these goals at a minimum total cost, including
maintenance costs and the costs of residual failures.

b. These objectives recognize that maintenance programs, as such, cannot
correct deficiencies in the inherent safety and reliability levels of the
equipment. The maintenance program can only optltmize the operational Input of
such inherent levels, and If they are found to be unsatisfactory, design
modification is necessary to obtain imorovement.

4,.'
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4-3. Concept.

a. The maintenance plan for a system/equipment is a description of the
requirements and tasks to be accomplished for achieving, restoring, or
maint~ining the operational capability of the system/equipment. The maintenance
plan evolves from the iterations of the LSA to identify the maintenance concept,
reliability and maintainability parameters and requirements, maintenance tasks,
descriptions of maintenance organizations, support and test equipment
requirements, maintenance standards, supply support requirements, and facility
requirements.

b. Ma'nenanca !laa ,ere)riation must recognize the interrelationships
between the LSA tasks contained in MIL-STD-1388-1A and other system engineering
disciplines such as the reliability, maintainability, safety, standardization,
and human engineering programs. Efficient maintenance planning requires input
from and output to these related disciplines.

c, This pamphlet will concentrate on that portion of maintenance planning
that requires determination of maintenance requirements in the form of scheduled
maintenance tasks. This step in the overall determination of the detailed
maintenance plan provides the basis for the scheduled maintenance workload for
the system/equipment and impacts the ability to sustain the inherent reliability
of the system and its components and maintain adequate safety levels.

d. Inherent to the maintenance planning process, as with other LSA tasks,
is the identification of logisticssupport problems arnd risks, and development of
the required data to support trade-off analyses with design personnel. The
guidelines presented are structured to identify areas for design review and
trade-offs in addition to the identification of scheduled maintenance tasks
requirements.

4-4. Maintenance Planning. Maintenance plan development is initiated during the
conceptual phase of program development as part of the logistic support analyses
to identify alternative support concepts; reliability, availability,
maintainability, and initial life-cycle support cost goals, and potential
logistic problems. From this broad base, the detailed maintenance requirements
and tasks are identified and tested during the validation and full-scale
development phases of the life cycle as -,he baseline logistic support concept is
established and hardware deiign progresses. The finalized plan is reflected by
the maintenance allocation chart (MAC) contained in the organizational level
maintenance manual for the system/equipment. The overall relationship of RCM
process is graphically depicted in figure 4-1.

4-5. Scheduled Maintenance Program Tasks.

a. An efficient program is one which identifies the scheduled maintenance
tasks and realistically schedules only those tasks necessary to meet stated
objectives. It does not schedule additional tasks which wil increase
maintenance costs without a corresponding increase in rellability/availability.

4-2
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Figure 4-1. RCM, in the LSA Process
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b. The objective of scheduled maintenance tasks is to prevent deterioration
of the inherent safety and reliability levels of the equipment or to reduce
the life-cycle costs.

The tasks in a scheduled maintenance program may include --

(1) Lubrication/servicing.

(2) Operator/crew monitoring.

(3) Operational checks.

(4) Inspection/functional check.

(5) Adjust/align/calibrate.

(6) Remove/replace.

(7) Overhaul.

4-6. Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis (FMECA).

a. MIL-STD-1629 provides the procedures for performing a failure mode,
effects, and criticality analysis. FMECA is an essential function in design from
concept through development. To be effective, the FMECA must be iterative to
correspond with the nature of the design process itself. The extent of effort
and sophistication of approach used in the FMECA will be dependent upon the
nature and requirements of the individual program. This makes it necessary to
tailor the requirements for an FMECA to each individual program. Tailoring
requires that, regardless of the degree of sophistication, the FMECA must
contribute meaningfully to program decisions. A properly performed FMECA is
invaluable to those who are responsible for making program decisions regarding
the feasibility and adequacy of a design approach.

b. The usefulness of the FMECA as a design tool and in the decisionmaking
process is dependent upon the effectiveness with which problem information is
communicated for early design attention. Probably the greatest criticism of the
FMECA has been its limited use in improving design. The chief causes for this
have been untimeliness and the isolated performance of the FMECA without adequate
inputs to the design process. Timeliness is perhaps the most important factor in
differentiating between effective and ineffective 4-_pI.entat' un of the FMECA.
While the objective of an FMECA is to identify all modes of failure within a
system design, its first purpose is the early identification of all catastrophic
and critical failure possibilities so they can be eliminated or minimized through
design ccrrection at the earlitst possible time. Therefore, the F14ECA should be
initiated as soon as preliminary design information is available at the higher
system levels and extended to the lower levels as more information becomes
available on the items in questic.

)
4-.4
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c. Although the FMECA is an essential reliability program task, it also
provides information for other purposes. The use of the FMECA is called for in
maintainability, safety analysis, survivability, and vulnerability, maintenance
plan analysis, and for failure detection and isolation subsystem design. This
coincident use must be a consideration in planning the FMECA effort within the
same contractual program and is a critical element of LSA/LSAR.

4-7. RCM Logic - General.

a. The RCM logic presented in figure 4.6 is designed to accomplish the
following--

(1) Using data from the system safety and reliability programs, identify
components in the system/equipment which are critical in terms of mission or
operating safety.

(2) Provide a logical analysis process to determine the feasibility and
desirability of scheduled maintenance task alternatives,

(3) Highlight maintenance problem areas for design review consideration.

(4) Provide the supporting justification for scheduled maintenance task
requl remients.

b. The RCM logic provides a more rational procedure for task definition and
a more straightforward and linear progression through the decision logic. It
takes a "from the top down" or consequence of failure approach. At the outset,
the functional failure is assessed for consequence of failure and is processed
for one of four basic categories--

(1) Catastrophic.

J2) Critical.

(3) wrginal.

(4) Minor.

The four catagories are identified as Safety Hazard Severity Codes (SHSCs) 1 - 4.
With the consequence category established, only those task selection questions
pertinent to the category need be asked. This eliminates unnecessary assessments
and expedites the analysis. A definite applicability and effectiveness criteria
has been developed to provide a more rigorous selection of tasks. In addition,
this approach helps to eliminate items from the analytical procedure whose
failures have no significant consequence.

c. The logic process is based upon the following--

(1) Scheduled maintenance tasks should be performed for noncritical
(category 3 and 4) components only when performance of the scheduled task will
reduce the life-cycle cost of the equipment/system.
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(2) Scheduled maintenance tasks should be performed on critical components
(category 1 and 2) when such tasks will prevent a decrease in reliability or
deterioration of safety to unacceptable levels, or when the tasks will reduce the
life cycle cost of ownership of the system/equipment.

d. The RCM logic is intended for application once a component's failure
modes, effects, and criticality have been identified. As with other LSA tasks,
the logic process will be reapplied as available data moves from a predicted
state to measured values with a higher degree of certainty, and as design changes
are made. In addition, once all components have been subjected to the logic
process, an overall system analysis is required to arrive at the overall
maintenance plan. This system analysis merges individual component requirements
into a system maintenance plan by optimizing the frequency of scheduled
maintenance requirements and the sequence of performance of individual scheduled
tasks.

e. The RCH logic will be applied to each reparable item in the system/
equipment. The maintenance task requirements will be identified against the
reparable components; however, individual failure modes must be addressed during
the application of the RCM logic. Thus, for a given component, different
scheduled tasks could be arrived at due to the different failure modes and their
characteristics. As an example, a given component might undergo crew monitoring
during normal operations to detect the majority of predicted failure modes for
the component, while still having a scheduled inspection requirement due to a
failure mode that is not detected during routine operator/crew monitoring.

f. In addition to the scheduled maintenance task requirements identified
during application of the RCH logic, any scheduled tasks that were assumed in
establishing the reliability characteristics of the system/equipment under the
reliability program must be included in the maintenance plan. Inherent failure
rates and failure modes and effects may need adjusting if an assumed scheduled
maintenance action is omitted from the maintenance plan after application of the
RCM logic. For example, the reliability data provided for an internal combustion
engine and its internal components may be based on a 6,000-mile scheduled oil and
oil filter changes. If this schedule is changed because of Army oil analysis In
developing the detailed maintenance plan for the engine, the resulting effect on
the reliability parameters must be determined.

g. When determining If a failure is critical for mission considerations,
the mission of an individual piece of equipment will be the governing factor.
Thus, for a missile component, the individual missile is addressed, not the
complete missile system composed of many launchers and missiles.

h. Task determination questions are arranged in a sequence so that the most
deferred task, most easily accomplisheds is considered first. Potential tasks
are considered in sequence down to and Including possible redesign.

1. The logic is maintenance-task-oriented and not maintenance-process-
oriented. By using the task-oriented concept, one will be able to see the entire
maintenance program reflected for a given item (e.g., an item may show a before
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operation inspection, a lubrication task at a monthly interval, and an align on a
quarterly basis). Servicing/lubrication is included as part of the logic diagram
since this ensures that an important task category is considered each time an
item is analyzed.

J. The selection of maintenance tasks aý rutput from the decision logic has
been enhanced by a clearer and more specific delineation of the task
possibilities contained in the logic.

k. Treatment of hidden functional failures is more thorough as the logic
provides a distinct separation between tasks applicable to either hidden or
evident functional failures.

1. The effect of concurrent or multiple failure is considered Qequential
failure concepts are used as part of the hidden functional failure assessment and
multiple failure is considered in structural evaluation.

m. There is a clear separation between tasks that are economically
desirable and those that are required for safe operation.

4-8. Disposition of RCM Analysis. During the analysis, the logic leads the
analysts to make a decision on disposition of each failure mode under
consideration. Block 5B, card number B11 of Pata Record B is the location for
recording the disposition (fig 4-3). The card columns are coded A through E
and the meanings for each are as follows--

Card Column tieaning

A Economics dictates that scheduled (preventive)
maintenance is the only possible decision

B Scheduled (preventive) maintenance
C Unscheduled (corrective) maintenance
D Age exploration
E Redesign

a. Card column A will be marked "Y" if economic analysis (decision 4 of
logic) indicated that scheduled maintenance is more economical than allowing the
failure, or that a scheduled inspection/test for failure is more economical than
redesign. This entry is intended to show that economics was the only factor that
qualifies this entry for scheduled (preventive) maintenance.

b. Card column B will be marked 'Y" if one or more of logic decision 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, or 15 is marked "Y". This entry will show that economics was not
a determining factor In qualifying this entry for scheduled (preventive)
maintenance.

c. Card column C will be marked "Y" for any failure mode for which
unscheduled (corrective) maintenance is either more economical (decision 4) or
acceptable from mission or safety considerations (decision 9).
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d. Card column D will be marked "Yu if age exploration is applicable and
effective (decision 16) and must be accompanied by one of the other dispositions.

e. Card column E will be marked "Y" to indicate that redesign (decision
point 17 of logic) has been considered and is a valid alternative. The use of the
disposition card columns are for the LSAR output report, LSA 50 report (RCM
Summary), which summarizes the scheduled maintenance required by task code,
maintenance level, and safety hazard severity code (SHSC) of Card B13 of Data
Record BI (fig 4-4). This is then used by management or the analyst to make
important decisions covering the maintenance plan, which addresses personnel
requirements, reliability (readiness), tools and test equipment, and maintenance
(see chap 5). This is done by comparing the results to the requirements
listed in the LSAR Data Record A for scheduled maintenance (fig 4-2).

4-9. RCM Logic - Detailed.

a. The RCM logic displayed in figure 4-6 is used to determine if a
component should have a scheduled (preventive) maintenance requirement, and, if
so, what scheduled maintenance tasks should be performed. Each decision point is
numbered and detailed instructions for each are provided below. The decision
point number, the subparagraph number of para. 4-9,b, and the element number of
block 5A of the Bi1 card of LSAR Data Record B are the same, i.e., decision 12,
paragraph 12, and element 12 of block 5A all refer to the same transaction. A
Bi1 card will be completed for each failure mode identified on Card B13 of the B1
data record (fig 4-3).

b. The following is a detailed set of instructions for application of the
logic in figure 4-6.

(1) Decision 1. Is functional component failure critical for safety or
mission? This question will be asked for each failure mode identified on Data
Record BI for the component under analysis. The answer to this question will be
based on the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (fig 4-4 - LSAR Data Record
81) and the Criticality and Maintainability Analysis (fig 4-5 - LSAR Data
Record 82). A 'yes' answer indicates that this failure mode exists and has been
identified as critical or catastrophic which corresponds to a safety hazard
severity code (SHSC) of 1 or 2 and will result in a safety hazard or possible
serious mission impact. Components and failure modes for which a "yes" answer is
obtained will be referred to 3s critical. These critical items will be analyzed
further to determine if a scheduled maintenance task will help prevent
deterioration of reliability or safety levels, thus minimizing the risk of a
possible serious mission impact or safety hazard. A '"nom answer indicates that
the component is classified with a SHSC of 3 or 4 and further exploration is
required to determine If scheduled maintenance is required fcr secondary failures
which are critical, have hidden failures, or have economical Impact. The
appropriate entry will be made on Data Record 8, card 811, block 5A in card
column 1.

)
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(2) Decision 2. Does failure cause secondary failure that is criti:al for
safety or mission? The instructions for this decision point are the same as for
decision 1, but this question refers to secondary failures that are caused by the
primary failure modes considered in decision 1. A "yes" answer identifie! a
noncritical failure mode which causes a secondary failure classified as critical
and results in either a safety hazard or a mission abort. (See multiple failure
chap 5.) The failure mode will be analyzed further to determine what
scheduled maintenance tasks can be performed that will prevent or decrease the
likelihood that reliability or safety will deteriorate below acceptable
levels. A "no" answer to each question in decisions I and 2 indicates that the
failure mode for the component is noncritical and may be operated to failure
without incurring a safety hazard or a mission abort. The appropriate entry will
be made on Data Record B, card number B11, block 5A, card column 2.

(3) Decision 3. Is failure hidden? The question in this decision point is
addressed to identify whether the operator/crew will be aware of the loss
(failure) of a function during the performance of their normal operating duties.
This is the last question to segregate the failure mode under consideration into
one of two categories: (a) the need for scheduled maintenance task to preserve
reliability or safety- (b) scheduled maintenance task based solely upon
economics. A "yes" answer indicates that the functional failure is hidden from
the operator/crew. A "no" answer indicates that the component is noncritical a(:!
can be operated to failure without incurring a safety hazard or a mission abort,
For these components, decision point will be addressed to determine if a
scheduled maintenance task is justifiable from the economic standpoint. The
appropriate entry will be made on Data Record B, card B11, block 5A, card column
3.

(4) Decision 4. Does economic analysis indicate scheduled maintenance?

(a) Decision point 4 identifies scheduled tasks which can be performed and
that will decrease the cost of ownership of the end item. To address this
decision point, It must first be determined whether a scheduled task can be done.
This can be determined by applying the questions in decision points 5 through 17,
in which decision points 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 identify the specific tasks.
"eep in mind that the questions are being addressed for noncritical failure

modes. If economic analysis does not indicate scheduled maintenance, operate to
failure, transaction 4a, and enter a "Y" in card column c. This completes the
decisionmaking process for this failure mode.

(b) In determining if a scheduled maintenance task is economically
Justified, the difference in ownership cost for the end item must be calculated.
It is not intended that a complete life.cycle cost be calculated for each
alternative, but rather those cost factors which wo'ild be different between the
alternatives should be determined. Consideration must also be given to any
manpower, downtime, or availability constraints on the end Item if an additional
scheduled task is included in the maintenance plan for a noncritical component.
If a substantial cost savings could be realized through some scheduled
maintenance action which impacts one or more system constraints, then a trade-off
analysis shall be performed. Refer to chapter 5 for discussion and determination
of cost-effectiveness of scheduled maintenance tasks.
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Wc) This decision point should not be addressed until the RCH logic has
been applied to the critical components of the system/equipment under analysis,
because the results of the critical component analysis could affect the cast of
feasible scheduled tasks on noncritical components. For example, a noncritical
inspection may not be economically justifiable by itself if it requires excess
time and cost, but if the time and cost are determined to be required for a
critical component inspection, then the noncritical inspection may be
economically justifiable. For this reason, the economic aspects of noncritical
tasks should only be addressed after the scheduled maintenance requirements for
critical components are determined.

(d) If the analysis shows that scheduled maintenance tasks on the
noncritical component reduces the cost of ownership of the system/equipment, then
this task(s) would be included in the overall maintenance plan, and in the
disposition block 5B of cdrd number 811 on Data Record B, enter a "YO in the card
column labeled A and enter the appropriate task code(s) in block 5E of the Bi1
card. If a scheduled task is not feasible or is not economically justified for
the noncritical component under analysis, then the component would be operated to
failure and only unscheduiled maintenance would be performed. In the disposition
block 5B of card number Bi1 on Data Record B, enter a "YN in the card column
labeled C and check card number Bi8 of Data Record B2 to ensure that the
corrective maintenance task identified as a result of the FMECA, has been entered
on card number Bi8. The appropriate entry will also be made on Data Record B,
card BI1, block 5A, card column 4.

'S) Decision 5. Can operator detect impending failure?

(a) This is the first of four decision points (5 through 8) that will
determine if scheduled maintenance tasks are applicable and effective.

(b) The question at this decision point is intended to identify those
critical failure modes which can be detected through routine operator/crew
monitoring with sufficient leadtime to prevent a mission abort or safety
hazard. If therm is a. high probability that the failure mode under analysis can
be detected with suffcient leadtime before it will actually occur to prevent
a mission abort or incurrence of a safety hazard, then the question will be
answered *yes." (Chap 6 discusses this ir aore detail.) This will be the case
for failure modes which have a sufficient time difference between onset of
initial degradation and actual failure, and a means of detecting the onset. The
detection means cati be in the form of instrumentation (gauges, warning lights,
etc.) or operational characteristics (vibration, sound, etc.). The question will
be answered "now if the operator/crew cannot detect an impending failure, or if
the time difference between onset and actual failure is not long enough to
prevent a mission abort or safety hazard. The appropriate entry will be made on
Data Record 8, card B11, block SA, card column 5.

(6) Decision 6. Can maintenance detect impending failure'

(a) The question it this decision point is addressed to identify the
potential efficiency of a scheduled maintenance task on the component under
analysis and must be considered in two parts. First, the impending failure must

4
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be physically detectable either by visual inspection, through use of test or
measurement equipment. To be detectable, measurable physical properties of the
component must change with the onset of degradation to allow ider t ification of
impending fallure through comparison with normal propfirties.

(b) The second consideration is the probability that the scheduled
maintenance task will coincide with the time between onset of degradation and the
occurence of failure so i;nac the iiJpending failure will be detected and corrected
before it occurs. As an example, a component which iails within seconds after
the onset of any measurable degradation would not be a good candidate for a
scheduled task. The probability that any reasonable inspection interval would
result in the inspection occurring within the time between onset and failure is
very small in this case; consequently, the payoff would be extremely small. nn
the other hand, if the time between measurable failure onset and actual failure
occurrence was measured in days or months, then an inspection interval could be
established which would result in a high probability of detecting the failure
under ?nalysis before it occurs. In answering this consideration, the failure
distributions from the Reliability Program, data from a historical data review,
and applicable test results must be analyzed.

(c) 1, the impending failure is measurable, and a reasonable maintenance
task interval which results in an acceptable probability of detection can be
established, thei the question in Decision Point 6 would be answered "yes." If
one of these considerations is not met, then Decision Point 6 would be answered
"4no." The appropriate entry will be made on Data Record B, card B11, block SA,
card column 6.

(7) Decision 7. Is there an adverse relationship between age or usage and
reliabil ity?

(a) The question at this decision point is to identify wearout type
components and to determine the feasibility of scheduling replacement of the
component under analysis. This question would be answered "yes" If the
probability of component failure increases as calendar time or usage indicators
(operating hours, miles, rounds, cycles) increase. For these items, a scheduled
removal could 1* Identified at a point in time or after a specified amount of
usage when the probability of failure increases to an unacceptable level.
Removal and replacement with a new item will return the probability of failure to
its original lejel. This question will be answered "io' if the probability of
failure is independent of either calendar time or usage. This is the case for
components which exhibit an exponential failure rate.

(b) In answering the question of this decision point 'yes,' it should be
noted that a means of measuring the interval between the scheduled replaceiments
of the component be provided. If the component cannot be economically
maintained, then the question at this decision point muwt .be answered *no.*

(8) Decision 8. Can failure be detected by crew?

(a) The question at this decision point is addressed to identify hdden
functions where iccurrence of the failure under analysis may go undetected until
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the function is required. If the operator/crew cannot detect that a failure has
occurred, maintenance inspections or tests may be required to enslire that a
failure has not occurred and that there is a high probability the hidden function
will be available when required.

(b) A "yes* indicates that the failure under analysis can be detected by
the operator/crew and a *now indicates that the maintenance task is required to
detect the failure. The appropriate entry will be made on Data Record B, card
811, block 5A, card column 8.

(9) Decision 9. Is unscheduled maintenance acceptable?

(a) This begins the part of the analysis which determines whether
maintenance should be scheduled and whether the design of the item is adequate to
meet the requirements for maintenance. If the question is answered 'no,*
continue to decision point 17.

(b) This decision point identifies components which have critical hidden
failure modes with no means of detecting impending failure or reducing the
probability of a failure. Actual failures are detectable by the operator/crew
either at the time of occurrence or after occurrence so that unscheduled
maintenance can be accomplished in the event of failure. The answer to this
decision point is based upon the probability of failure, failure detection, rate,
predictability and criticality which are found on the 81 and B2 LSAR data record.
If the failure or effects of the failure can be tolerated, then enter a "Y" in
card column 9 and card column C of disposition, and check card number B18 of Data
Record 82 to ensure that the corrective maintenance task, identified as a result
of the FMECA, has been entered on card B18. Also, If a scheduled operater/crew
inspection/test is required to detect failure, enter 'Y' In card column B of
disposition and the appropriate task code under block 5E of card number B11. A
"no" for this decision point indicotes that the risks of incurring a mission
abort or safety hazard or hidden failure would be unacceptable and that the only
alternative is to redesign the component or interfacing components to
eliminate the critical or hidden failure modes or to provide a means of detecting
the impending failure. In some cases, the required redesign may involve the
additon of a test point or a measurement device, while in other cases the cost of
incorporating the redesign may be prohibitive or the redesign may not be
technically feasible.

(10) Decision 10. Is sch'*duled inspect/test for failure acceptable?

(a) This decision point identifies components which have critical failure
modes with no means of detecting impending failures, no wearout characteristics,
and no means for the operator/r.ew to detect failures that have occurred. For
components that fall Into this category, a scheduled maintenance task must be
indicated in the maintenance plan to detect failures that have occurred and to
ensure that there is a high probability of the hidden function being available
when required. The corrective action for this decision will be prescribed by the
FRECA as an unscheduled maintenance action and be rtcorded on card number 818 of
Data Record 82.
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(b) Economic considerations are used as a basis for determining if the
failure or its effects can be tolerated and the effects of the failure must be
weighed against the potential cost of redesign. If the failure or its effects
can be tolerated, enter a -Y" on Data Record B, card number B11, block 5A, card
column 10, and, in block 58 (disposition), enter a "Y" in card column A.

(11) Decision 11. Is operator/crew monitoring applicable and effective7
(NOTE: Applicable and effective, i.e., ensures reliability, improves safety, or
is more cost-effective.)

(a) This begins the portion of the logic that determines which scheduled
maintenance tasks are both applicable and effective (Decision Points 11-15).
(Chap 5 defines applicable and effective as used in this logic tree.)
Within each decision are at least two tasks that are listed in the descending
order of preference. The same criteria will be used when evaluating t~e tasks
within ealch decision point and when comparing each decision point with the others
in this sequence, In certain instances, it may be necessary to perform more than
one maintenance task either within one decision block or a combination of
decision blocks. Even though a single task has been identified as applicable and
effective, all other tasks within this sequence (Decision Points 11-15) must be
considered to determine if a combination of tasks may be necessary to maT'.rain
the inherent reliability of an item. The objective of this process is to
optimize the maintenance program while minimizing the maintenance resources
requl rements.

(b) This decision point identifies critical components that exhibit wear
out characteristics and impending failures that can be detected by routine
operator/crew monitoring. This decision point is only entered with a "yes"
answer to decision point 5. For all tasks identified, operator/crew monitoring
is preferred. As the analysis proceeds through the logic, additional tasks may
be identified that are applicable and effective. Pertinent remarks about the
final selection of the scheduled maintenance tasks will be entered on card number
812, Data Record B of the LSAR.

(c) A *yes' answer indicates that operator/crew mnitoring is applicable
and effective and would provide an acceptable level of reliability and safety at
the least cost. An 'N" would indicate that operator/crew monitoring does not
maintain the required reliability aad safety levels. The appropriate entry will
be made on Data Record B, card 811, block SA, card column 11.

(d) A *yes" answer to question II, 12, 13, 14, or 15 indicates that
scheduled (preventive) maintenance is applicable and effective, thus requiring an
entry of "Y" an Oata'Record 8, card 811, block 58 (Disposition), card column B.

(12) Decision 12. Is lubricate/service applicable and effective? This
decision point can be entered from decision point 6 or 11. This will determine
whether the lubrication or service will be operator/crew or a higher maintenance
level, i.e., organizational or Intermediate support. Again, the task must be
applicable and effective before "Y" can be entered in decision point 12. If both
lubricatt and service are applicable and effective, lubricate is preferred over
service due to less cost and man-hours required. An *NO indicates that neither
lubricate or service is effective or applicable. The appropriate entry will be
made on Data Record B, card 811, block SA, card column 12.
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(13) Decision 13. Is inspect/test applicable and effective?

(a) This decision point identifies critical or hidden components where 2
impending failure is detectable. Arrival at this decision point by answering
"t yes" to decision 6 indicates that the impending failure can only be detected by
maintenance. Operate to failure Is one choice if scheduling a maintenance action
is not applicable and effective. In cases where there is the option of selecting
operator/crew or maintenance, operator/crew is preferred when the probability of
det.,ction is equal. If analysis reveals a higher detection preAbility for
maintenance, consideration should be given to inclusion of a scheduled task or
inspection in the maintenance plan.

(b) Test is preferred over inspect if both are applicable and effective;
however, if only one can provide the level of mission/safety requirements, then
that task would be selected.

(c) A "yes* decision indicates that the inspect or test task is both
applicable and effective. A "nom indicates that neither an inspect or test task
is both applicable and effective. The appropriate entry will be made on Data
Record B, card B11, block 5A, card column 13.

(14) Decision 14. Is adjust/align/calibrate applicable and effective?

(a) The tasks that are available in this decision point are in preferred
sequence. That is, aijust is preferred over align and align over calibrate. It
is possible that a single task may not provide the adequate mission/safety
requirements and a combination of tasks may be required.

(b) The appropriate entry will be made on Data Record B, card number B11,
block 5A, card column 14.

(15) Decision 15. Is replace/overhaul applicable and effective?

(a) This decision point identifies critical or hidden components that
exhibit wear-out characteristics where impending failure can be detected. In
components that fall into this category, the inherent reliability and safety
levels can Ua preserved by either a restoration or discard task. Each of the two
alternatives must be analyzed in terms of cost and the reliability and safety
levels that can be maintained under each alternative.

(b) A scheduled replacement may be more cost-effective if a tim,2 limit can
be established that, with a high degree of confidence, provides the necessary
reliability and safety protection levels. In other cases, where the compvnent is
costly or there are not enou.gh data to considently establish a replacement
interval, then a scheduled overhaul may be more cost-effectlve. In each case,
the benefits and risks of each alternative mainLenance decision should be
analyzed to select the most cost-effective task. If both replace and overhaul
are considered feasible, then the beiiefits and r:'..s sho"1i justify the selqction
of the alternative. If the answer to replace/ovtrt.aul is "no," continue on to
the next decision point. The appropriate entry will be made on Data Record B,
card number Bll, block 5A, card coLumn 15. Anytime that replacefoverhaul is
considered, the options of age exploration ard redesign musk also be considared.
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(16) Decision 16. Is age exploration applicable? This decision point
addresses age exploration and the identification of critical or hidden failure
modes that require monitoring and updating of the maintenance plan. Age
exploration must be considered for any failure mode that results in entry into
any of blocks 11-15, inclusive. This decision point is used during the initial
analysis and for any update of the RCM as data becomes available through test,
analysis, and actual field use. If any category 1 or 2 failure mode that is
addressed through this logic is found to require continued monitoring or testing
after development, and the current maintenance plan does not satisfy the safety
and mission requirements, then this decision point will be answered "yes,"
identifying the item as a candidate for an age exploration effort (see chap 7
for a more detailed discussion of the age exploration progjram). A *yes* answer
to this question requires an entry of 'Y" on Data Record B, card number BI1,
block 5B (Disposition), card columin D. Also, the appropriate entry will be made
on Data Record B, card number BY1, block 5A, card column 16. This disposition
must be accompanied by one of the other dispositions. This failure mode will
appear on the LSA 50 report, Reliability Centered Maintenance Summary,
identifying it as an item for age exploration. Either a "yesu or "no" answer to
age exploration will take us to Decision Point 18. See paragraph 4-7.b(19) for
further instructions.

(17) Decision 17. Is redesign applicable?

(a) This decision point allows the analyst to review the maintenance
program for each failure to ensure that it will meet the required mission and
safety levels. A task analysis will be performed to select the best task or
combination of taski that will meet these requirements. If this analysis
indicat.s that tne maintenance tasks will not meet the requirements, redesign
should be considered. The cust and feasibility of a redesign must be considered
alotig with the potential be"-fits derived from the redesign. In some cases, the
required redesign may involve the addition of a test point or measurement device,
while, in others, the cost of redesign may be prohibitive or the incorporation of
a redesign may not be technically feasible.

(b) When a deci.lon has been made that redesign is a viable alternative, an
entry of "Y' is required on Data Record B, card number B11, block 5B
(Disposition), card column E. Also, the appropriate entry will be made on Data
Rerord B, card number 811, block 5A, card column 17. The LSA 50 report, RCM
Summary, will indicate that a design change is being considered, but a decision
has not been made as to the extent or type of design change.

(c) Since RCM is a reiterative process as the design matures and data
becomes available, the redesign decision point will be used less and less. If
redesign is not applicable, reenter logic chart at dec 4 sion point 1. Evaluate
all previous decisions considering that redesign is not applicable and that &gn
alternative solution must be chosen.

(18) Oeclsion 18. Is there a "YO in card colum 11 through 14 An answer
of %yes' to the question asked at this decision point allows termination of the
RCN logic process, If a scheduled maintenance task has been identified for the
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failure mode being analyzed, the question asked at this decision point will be
answered *yes' and the logic process terminates for this iteration. Any
subsequent iteration(s) will be predicated upon change(s) affecting the decisions )
made during this analysts. If the question asked at this decision point is
answered *no,' the remaining decision points (8, 9, 10, and 17) must be
considered. The appropriate entry will be made on Data Record B, card number
Bl, block 5A, card column 18.

4-10. RCH task selection. Upon completion of each failure mode through the
RCM logic, analysis of preferttd task is performed to select the most applicable
and effective maintenance task or combination of maintenance tasks that will meet
the required mission aqd safety requirements. The scheduled maintenance tasks
selected must meet the criteria of applicability and effectiveness (para 5-8).
When this analysis is completed, which will include a determination of interval,
enter the task/tasks In card number Bli, block 5E on Data Record B, and the time
required to complete the scheduled task/tasks in card number B1l, block 5F on
Data Record B. The entries made in these blocks will be carried over into the
C and D data records of the LSAR.
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&IVERY DECISION MADE BY USING THIS LOGiC DIAGRAM WILLRC LO C
RESULT IN AN ENTRY ON THE 8 SH4EET LSAR DATA REC ORD ON THE
*I I CARD IN SUSCOLUMN 5A, BLOCKS i-18 (19-20 ARE SPARES). RCM___LOGIC__
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CHAPTER 5

MAI NTENANCE APPLICATION

5-1. General. The determination of any required scheduled maintenance is
developed from the RCH logic and the effect of degradation/failure to the item,
based on the impact to safety, mission, and economics.

5-2. Safety and mission consideration.

a. Safety.

(1) Safety consideration must be classified as SHSC catastrophic (category
1) or critical (category 2) for arty failure that could have a direct effect on
safety The Impact of the failure must be immediate and the adverse effect must
be one that will be felt before planned completion of a mission. If a failure
has no evident results, it cannot, by definition, have a direct effect on safety.
Safety consequences will be assessed at the most conservative level, and in the
absence of proof that a failure cannot affect safety, it is classified by default
as critical. However, as long as the failure has no immediate safety
consequences, the need for precautionary measures does not justify classifying
the failure as critical.

(2) For every catastrophic or critical failure identified, every attempt
will be made to prevent the occurrence. Often, redesign of one or more
vulnerable items is necessary. However, the design and manufacture of new parts
and their subsequent incorporation in the equipment takes a considerable amount
of time. Hence, other action is required during the interim. In the case of
turbine-blade failure, an identifiable direct adverse effect, it has been found
that blades will loosen well in advance of actual separ-ition. Thus, i scheduiled
inspection for this condition makes it possible to remove engines at the
potential-failure stage, thereby, forestalling the critical functional failure.

Note: This preventive maintenance task does not prevent failure; rather, by
substituting a potential failure for a functional failure, It precludes the
consequences of a functional failure.

b. Mission capable/readiness.

(1) Whenever the need to correct a failure disrupts planned missions, the
failure has operational consequences. Thus, unscheduled maintenance which
requires the delay or cancellation of the mission is classified as critical
(category 2) for mission capability.

(2) A failure that requires imediate correction does not necessarily have
mission capable consequences. For example, if a failed item can be
replaced/repaired without delay or cancellation of a mission, then it should be
classified less than category 2 (critical).

5-1
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(3) Every effort will be made to prevent the occurrence of catastrophic or
critical failures through redesign or preventive maintenance.

5-3. Hidden failure considerations. Hidden failures are an important class of
failures that have no immediate/direct adverse effect on use of the function.
However, the ultimate consequence can be critical if a hidden failure is not
detected and corrected; e.g., unusual mission events could require the failed
function. Therefore, the consideration of any hidden-function failure is
increased exposure to the consequence of multiple failure.

5-4. Multiple failures. Failure consequences are often assessed in terms of a
sequence of independent events leading to a multiple failure, since several
successive failures may result in consequences that no single failure would
produce individually. The probability of a multiple failure is simple to
calculate. Suppose items A and B in figure 5-1 both have a probability of 0.99
of surviving a given 2-hour flight (this would correspond to one failure per 100
flights, which is, in fact, a very high failure rate). If items A and B are both
functioning at takeoff time, there are only four possible outcomes--

- Item A survives and item B survives: P - 0.99 x 0.99 - 0.9801.

- Item A survives and item B fails: P - 0.99 x 0.01 X 0.0099

- Item A fails and item B survives: P a 0.01 x 0.99 - 0.0099

- Item A fails and item B fails: P - 0.01 x 0.01 - 0.0001

In other words, the probability that A and B will both fail during t•he mission is
only 0.0001, or an average of once in 10,000 missions. If we were considering a
multiple failure of three items, the average occurrence, even with the high
failure rate we have assumed here, would be once every million missions. Note
the difference, however, if item A is in a failed state when the mission begins.
The probability that B will fail is .01; thus, the probability of a Alultiple
failure of A and B depends only on the probability of the second failure .01, or
an average of one occurrence every 100 missions. This becomes a matter of
concern if the combination has critical consequences. Becuse of the Increased
probability of a multiple failure, hidden-function Items are placed in a special
category, and all such items that are not subject to other maintenancti tasks are
scheduled for failure-finding tasks. Although this type of task is intended to
discover hidden failures, rather than to prevent, it can be viewed as preventive
maintenance because one of its objectives is to reduce exposure to a possible
multiple failure.

a. To illustrate how the consequences of a multiple failure might be
evaluated, consider a sequence of failures, all of which are evident. If the
first failure has safety consequences, there is no need to assess the
consequences of a second failure. This first critical failure is the sole
concern, and every effort is made to prevent its occurrerce. Uhen the first loss
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B survivesl= tha Probability = 0i1 A and a both survive

jrobability thatA survives .W -I
A Probability that Probability = ,AMq9 A survives. B fails

B fails = .01

Items A and B both
serviceable at start.
of operation

Probability that

Prb bltytaB survives =.99 Proba•bility - .eM 9 A fails, B survi wt

A fails =.01

Probabilty that Probability DWB.)I A and B both fail
B fails -. 01

Tree diagram showing the probabitluy of A uultipir
failure of two items dwisg the sape mnissl wbea both
items are serviceable at in"i slwMp.

Figure 5-1. Multiple Failures
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of function i'• not critical, then the consequences of a second loss of fu~nction
must be investigated. If the combined effect of both failures would jeopardize
safety, then this multiple failure must be prevented by correcting the first
failure as soon as possible. This may entail an unscheduled landing and will at
least require taking the equipment nut of service Until. the condition has been
repaired. In this case, therefore, the first failure has operational
consequences.

b. Note in figure 5-2 that the multiple-failure consequences need be
asses3ed only in terms of two successive failure events. If a third loss of
function would be critical, the second failure has operational consequences.
However, the first failure in such a sequence can be deferred to a convenient
time and place; thus, it has no operational consequences. Hidden-functlon
failures are assessed on the same basis. If the first failure under
consideration is a hidden one, scheduled maintenance is necessary to protect
against a multiple failure. The intensity of this maintenance, however, is
dictated by the consequences of the possible multiple failure. If the
combination of this failure with a second failure would be critical, every effort
is made to ensure that the hidden-function will be available.

c. Treating any single failure as the first in a succession of events that
could lead to a critical multiple failure, permits the analyst to base a
maintenance program on the consequences of single failures.

5-5. Failure in complex items.

a. A complex item is one that is subject to many different failure modes.
As a result, the failure processes may involve a dozen different stress and
resistance considerations, ad a correspondingly tangled graphic representation.
}However, each of these considerations pertains to a single failure mode - some
particular type or manner of failure. For instance, a bearing in a generator may
wear, causing the unit to vibrate and, ultimately, the bearing will seite. At
this point the generitor will suffer a functional failure, since it can no longer
rotate and produce electric power. Generator! can also fait for other reasons,
but the failure mode in this case is bearing seizure. Of course, the bearingI• itself is also subject to more than one failure mode. It may wear as a result of
abrasion or crack as a result of excessive heat. From the standpoint of the
gene.lator, both conditions lead to the same failure, bearing seizure; however,
the maintenanrce analyst must know the physical circumstances leading to ai particular failu-e in order to define an identifiable poteitial-failure
condition. The manufacturer also needs to know that the bearing is prone to
faili're, and that a modification is needed to improve the reliability of the
generitor. Such a design modification is obviously desirable if one particiular
failure mode is responsible for a significant proportion of all the failures of
the item. Such failure modes are called dominant failure modes.

b. As with failures in simple items, the failure ages for a single failure
mode tend to concentrate i bout an dverage agz for thatmode. However, the
average ages for all the diff-rent modes will be distributeid along the exposure
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Natur'e Of _FATlUre GonseqUe-nces
First Second Third Fourth Effect on previous
failure failure failure failure failures in sequence

Critical 
Mhe critical nature
of the first failure
supersecdes the
consequences of a
possible secund
failure.

Operational Critical A second failure
would be critical;
the first failure
must be, corrected
'efore further dis-
patch and, therefore,
has operational
cnnsequences.

Nonoperational Operational Critical A third failure would
be critical; the
second failure must
be corrected before
further dispatch, but
correction of the
first failure can be
deferred to a

convenient time and
location.

Nonoperational Nonoperational Operational Critical A fourth failure
would be critical;
the third failure
%nust be corrected
before further dis-
Patch, but correction
of the both the first
and second failures
can be deferred,

The consequences of a single failure as determined by the consequences ofa possible multiple failure. A failure Mht does not, in itself, affect
operating capability, acquires operatio.oal consequences if a subsequent
multiple failure would be ct'Attcal.

Figure 5-2. kultiple-Failure Consequences
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Consequently, unless there is a dominant failure mode, the overall failure ages
in complex items are usually widely dispersed and are unrelated to a specific
operating age. This is a unique characteristic of complex items. Nevertheless,
even in complex items, no matter how numerous the failure modes may be, the basic
failure process reduces to the same factor, the interaction between stress and
resistance to failure. Whether failures involve reduced resistance, random
stress peaks, or any combination of the two; it is this interaction that brings
an item to the failure point. The end item as a whole, its basic structure, its
systems, and the various items in it are operated in an environment which causes
stresses to be imposed upon them. The magnitudes, the durations and the
frequencies with which specific stresses are imposed are all variable. In many
cases, the real spectrum of environmentally produced stresses is not known. The
ability to withstand stress is also variable. It differs from piece to piece of
new nominally identical equipment due to material differences, variations in the
manufacturing processes, etc. The ability to withstand stress may also vary with
the age of a piece of equipment. It is implied that an instance of environmental
stress that exceeds the failure resistance of an item at a particular time
constitutes failure of that item at that time.

5-6. Quantitative description of failure. Any unanticipated catastrophic or
critical failure prompts an immediate response to prevent the reoccurrence. In
other cases, however, it is necessary to know how frequently an item is likely to
fail in order to plan for reliable operation and safety. There are several
common reliability indexes on the failure history of an item.

a. Failure rate.

(1) The failure rate is the total number of failures divided by some
measure of operational exposure. In most cases the failure rate is expressed as
failures per 1,000,000 or 10-6 operating hours. Thus, if six failures have
occurred over a period of 9,000 hours, the failure rate is ordinarily expressed
as 0.667 X 10-3 failure/operating hour or 667 x 10-6 failures/operating hours.
Because measures other than operating hours are also used (flight cycles,
calendar time, etc.), it is important to know the units of measure in comparing
failure rate data.

(2) The failure rate is an especially valuable index for new equipment,
since it shows whether the failure experience of an item is representative of the
state-of-the-art. It is also useful in assessing the economic desirability of
product improvement. Early product improvement decisions are based on the
performance of units that have been exposed to fairly short individual periods of
time in service, and this performance is adequately measured ky the failure
rate.

b. Mean time between failures (NTBF). The MTBF, another widely used
reliability index, is the reciprocl of the failure rate. Thus, for six failures
in 9,000 operating hours, the MTHF would be 9,000/6, or 1,500 hours. This
measure has the same uses as the failure rate. !kite that the MTBF is not
necessarily the same as the average age at failure..

)
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c. Probability of survival.

(1) With more extended operating experiencei it becomes possible to
determine the age-reliability characteristics of the item under study--the
relationship between its operating age and its probability of failure. At this
stage, we can plot a survival curve, showing the probability of survival without
failure as a function of operating age. This curve relates directly to the
generally accepted definition of reliability. For this reason, the survival
curve is commonly referred to as the reliability function.

(2) A survival curve is more useful than a simple statement of the failure
rate, since it can be used to predict the percentage of units that will survive
to some given age. The area under the survival curve can also be used to measure
the average life of the item under consideration. If the probability scale is
divided into small increments, each of which is projected to intersect the curve,
the contribution of each of these incremental areas can be calculated and added
to determine the average life.

Probability of failure. Assuming the probability that an engine will
survive to 1,000 hours is .692, and the probability that it will survive to 1,200
hours is .639. The difference between these probabilities, .053, is the
probability of a failure during this 200-hour interval. In other words, an
average of 5.3 out of every 100 engines that enter service can be expected to
fail during this particular interval. Similarly, an average of 5.0 engines can
be expected to fail during the interval from 1,200 to 1,400 hours. This measure
is called the probability density of failure.

e. Conditional probability of failure.

(1) The most useful measure of the age-reliability relationship is the
probability that an item entering a given ag? interval will fail during that
interval. This measure is usually called the conditional probability of failure,
i.e., the probability of failure, given the condition that the item enters that
age interval. Sometimes, it is also referred to as the hazard rate or the local
failure rate.* The conditional probability is related to both the probability of
survival and the probability density. For example, an engine beginning at zero
time has a probability of .692 of reaching the age of 1,000 hours; once it has
reached this age, the probability density of failure in the next 20O-hour
interval is .0053. Each engine that survives to 1,000 hours, therefore, has a
conditional probability of failure between 1,000 and 1,200 of .053/.692, or
.077.

(2) If the conditional probability of failure increases with age, we say
that the item shows wearout characteristics and immediately wonder if an age
li-it would be effective in reducing the overall failure rate. (Note that the
term wearout in this context describes the adverse e-fect of age on reliability;
it does not necessarily imply any evident physical change in individual units.)

Sin s Tte-rature these terms are defined in a narrower sense to mean the
value obtained by computing the limit of the ratio as the age interval goes to
zero.
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Age-reliability patterns. In each case the vertical axis represents
the conditional probability of failure and the horizontal axis
represents operating age since manufacture, overhaul, or repair.
These six curves are derived from reliability analyses conducted
over a number of years, during which all the items analyzed
were found to be characterized by one or another of the age-
reliability relationships shown. The percentages indicate the
percentage of items studied that fell into each of the basic patterns
(United Airlines)

The bathtub curve: infant mortality,
followed first by a constant or gradually

11% might 4% increasing failure probability and then

benefit from A by a pronounced "wearout" region. An

a limit on age limit may be desirable, provided a
a i •large number of units survive to the age

operating age at which wearout begins.

7% •Constant or gradually increasing failure
B probability, followed by a pronounced

wearout region. Once again, an age limit
W may be desirable (this curve is charac-

teristic of aircraft reciprocatingengines).

..... Gradually increasing failure probability,
but with no identifiable wearout age. It

C is usually not desirable to impose an age
-_ limit in such cases (this curve is charac.

89% cannot teristic of aircraft turbine engines).
benefit from * :
a limit on
operating age

D Low failure probability when the item is
new or just out of the shop, followed by a
quick increase to a constant level.

'I I EConstant probability of failure at all ages

(exponentala survival distribution).

SInfant mortality, followed by a constant

or very slowly increasing failure prob-
,_ability. (particularly appl)cab. to elec-

ab-litronyc eq(pament).

Fiqure 5-3. Age-Reliability Characteristics
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5-7. Age-reliability characteristics.

a. At one time, it was believed that all equipment wo:.4d show wearout
characteristics, and during the years when equipment overnaul times were being
rapidly extended, the numerous conditional-probability cu,'ves for aircraft
components were developed to ensure that the higher overhaul times were not
reducing overall reliability. It was found that the condition.1-probability
curves fell into the six basic patterns shown in figure 5-3. Pattern A is often
referred to in reliability literature as the bathtub cur-ve. This type of curve
has three identifiable regions--

(1) An infant-mortality region, the period immediately after manufacture or

overhaul in which there is a relatively high probabiity of failure.

(2) A region of constant and relatively low fiilure probability.

(3) A wearout region, in which the probability of failure begins to
increase rapidly with age.

b. If the failure pattern of an item does, in fact, fit this curve, we are
justified in concluding that the overall failui-e rate will be reduced if some
action is taken just before this item enters the wearout zone. In these cases,
allowing the item to age well into the wearooit region would cause an appreciable
increase in the failure rate. Note, however, that such action will not have much
effect on the overall rate unless there is a high probability that the item will
survive to the age at which wearout appears.

c. The presence of a well defined wearout region is far from universal.
Indeed, of the six curves in figure r-3, only A and B show wearout
characteristics. It happens, however, that these curves are associated with a
great many single-celled or simple items. In the case of aircraft, such items as
tires, reciprocating-engine cylindqrs, brake pads, turbine-engine compressor
blades, and all parts of the airplane structure.

d. Most complex items had conditional.probability curves represented by
curves C to F--that is; they showed no concentration of failures directly
related to operating aqe.

e. The basic difference between the failure patterns of complex and simple
items has important implications for maintenance. Usually the
conditional-probability curve for a complex item will show some infant mortality;
often the probability of failure right after installation is fairly high. Also,
the conditional-probability curve usually shows no marked point of increase with
increasing age; the failure probability may increase gradually or remain
constant, but there is no age that can be identified as the beginning of a
wearout zone. For this reason, unless there Is a dominant failure mode, imposing
an age limit does little or nothing to improve the overall reliability of a
complex item. In fact, in many cases, scheduled overhaul actually increases the
overall failure rate by introducing a high Infant-mortality rate in an otherwise
stable system.
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f. In contrast, single-celled and simple items frequently do show a direct
relationship between reliability and increasing age. This is particularly true
of parts subject to metal fatigue or mechanical wear and items designed as
consumables. In this case, an age limit based on some maximum operating age or
number of stress sycles may be highly effective in improving the overall
reliability of a complex item. Such limits, in fact, play a major role in
controlling critical-failure modes, since they can be imposed on the part or
component in which a given type of failure originates.

g. It is apparent from the discussion thus far, that most statements about
our "life" of equipment tell us little about its age-reliability characteristics.
For example, the statement that an aircraft engine has a life of 2,000 operating
hours might mean any of the following--

(1) No engines fail before reaching 2,000 hours.

(2) No critical engine failures occur before 2,000 hours.

(3) Half the engines fail before 2,000 hours.

(4) The average age of failed engines is 2,000 hours.

(5) The conditional probability of failure is constant below 2,000 hours.

5-8. Applicability and effectiveness criteria. The RCM task evaluation
questions require that both the applicability and effectiveness criteria be met
if a task is to be acceptable. Figure 5-4 summarizes the applicability and
effectiveness criteria for most cases. It is important to understand that the
applicability of a task depends on the failure characteristics of an item, and
the effectiveness of a task depends on the failure consequences for each case.
Therefore, an applicable task must satisfy the requirements of the
characteristics of failure. These requirements are different for scheduled
maintenance overhaul and remove/replace tasks as shown in figure 5-4. The
applicability criteria is dependent solely on the type of task, regardless of
failure consequence. Once a task is chosen which is applicable, the
effectiveness of that task in preventing the failure consequences must be
determined. Note that in figure 5-4 the effectiveness criteria varies by failure
consequences. Therefore, each type of task must meet the same effectiveness
criteria under the same consequence of failure. The specific applicability
criteria will be discussed in detail as the individual tasks are presented.

a. Effectiveness criteria for safety and hidden failure consequences. The
evaluation of the effectiveness criterion is the same for each failure
consequence, regardless of the type of task. The effectiveness criteria for each
failure consequence are discussed separately. For safety consequences, the
effectiveness criteria require that the task reduce the risk of critical failure
to an acceptable level. To assess the risk of failure, an iterative process must
be followed. After a task is proven to be applicable, an initial task interval
is assigned. Using this interval, the probability of failure must be low enough
to ensure that failures are very unlikely.
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b. Effectiveness criteria for operational and economic consequences. For
both operational and economic consequence branches of the decision diagram, the
criteria for effectiveness are a cost related matter. For operational
consequences, a task may be effective if its cost is less than the combined costs
of the loss of operation and the failures that the task prevents. The decision
diagram in figure 5-5 can be used to help determine cost-effectiveness. To
assess cost of the preventive tasks against the cost of failure, it is necessary
to know the failure rate. Tn question one of figure 5-5, the decision is made
whether the failure rate is high. A high rate of failure may be interpreted as
different values for different types of equipment. For example, it may be a
failure mode which contributes to the majority of failures of an item. Question
two involves operational capability. Question three considers high repair or
operating costs caused by the failure mode. As shown by figure 5-5, the question
is only asked if either of the first two questions are answered "no." Therefore,
if the answer to the third question is "no." the cost of a preventive task will
be higher than the cost of repair. and the task is not effective. Question four
concerns real and applicable data. If the answer to question two or three is
"yas, 1 question four is asked. Real ar,1 applicable data are operating or other
real world data which can be directly applied to the case in question. If this
data shows that, for a similar item, a like task proved cost-effective, then the
task under evaluation is assumed to be cost-effective for this failure mode. If
the answer to question four is "no," then an economic trade-off study is
performed. First, consider the purely economic case. The complete cost of the
proposed preventive task must be evaluated against the repair cost of the
failures the task would prevent. The cost of a preventive task is a function of
the interval, man-hours required, and the labor cost for the specified level of
maintenance. However, the cost of a corrective task is a function of the failure
rate, man-hours required, and the cost of labor at designated levels of repair.
For mest applications, you can assume that other costs, such as supply support
and support equipment are the same for both the preventive and corrective tasks,
this relationship could be presented as follows-.

Cpm - (NT per yr) (DIMH per preventive task) (labor cost per hr)

Where Cpm - Cost of preventive task per year

NT - Number of proposed preventive tasks

DMMH - The total number of accumulated direct labor hours expended in
performing a maintenance action.

Ccm - (NF) (DMMH per corrective task) (labor cost per hr)

)
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Where NF - Number of failures prevented by proposed task per year then
Ccm " Cost of prevented failures per year

A cost-benefit ratio can be developed as follows--

Cost-benefit ratio - CBR -

and when the CBR is calculated to be less than one, then the preventive task is
considered effective.

When the cost of supply support and supply equipment is not the same for
corrective and preventive maintenance, then the relationship can be expressed as
follows--

Csepm - Cost support equipment for preventive maintenance.

Csspm - Cost supply support for prevetive maintenance.

Csecm - Cost support equipment for corrective maintenance.

Csscm - Cost supply support for corrective maintenance.

CSR Cost support ratio.

Cse m + C sspm

CSR selm + •sscm

A cost-benefit ratio can then be developed as follows:

CBRa - . CSR

When the CBR is calculated to be less than 1, then the preventive task is
considered effective.

In the case of operational consequences, a similar relationship can be
developed.-

Cope - Cop + cM

Where,

Copc - Cost of operational consequences per year and cost of prevented
failures per year.

Cop - Cost of lost operational time per year.
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Ccm is defined, above, for purely economic corsequences. To define Cop,
one method can be used as follows--

Cop - (Number operational hours lost per failure) (NF) (COH)

Where COH - Cost of an operating hour

COH = Acquisition cost of aircraft or ecuipment
Planned operating hours during life cycle

The final relationship for operational consequences again can be expressed in a
cost benefit ratio as follows--

CBR = C and
copc

When the ratio is proven to be less than 1, the preventive task is considered
cost-effective.

c. Combination of tasks. For safety consequences, a combination of
scheduled maintenance, overhaul, or replacement tasks is considered for cases
where no individual task is proven applicable and effective. Whenever
combinations must be evaluated, it is necessary to reexamine each RCM task for
that failure mode, and consider if it can be made applicable and effective in
combination with another RCM task. For example, a scheduled maintenance task in
combination with a safe life limit may be effective, where neither task was
effective alone. The combination of tasks is considered to include every
possibility in developing a preventive task or tasks for safety consequences,
because the only alternative is to redesign if a preventive task is not found.
If an effective and applicable combination task is not developed, redesign is
required. If redesign is required by the logic diagram, questions may arise
concerning the incorporation of the design change, or whether the item can be
safely operated prior to redesign. In these cases concerning safety, conflicts
will be resolved by the AMC Safety Office.

d. Scheduled maintenance task evaluation. Scheduled maintenance tasks are
the first to be evaluated for applicability and effectiveness. The applicability
and effectiveness must be evaluated for each failure mode and failure
consequence.

e. Scheduled maintenance. Scheduled maintenance interval and tasks are
discussed in chapter 6, but, to identify the applicability, there are three
considerations which must be covered. for a scheduled maintenAnce task to be
applicable, the three conditions are--

(1) It must be positit to detect reduced failure resistance for a
specified failure mode.
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11 NO

IS THE FUNCTIONAL FAILURE RATE HIGH?

YESJ

2
DOES THE FAILURE INVOLVE OPERATIONAL NO
CONSEQUENCES? 1

YES

__ __ __ __ _ __ __ _-_

3
YES DOES ANY FAILURE MODE CAUSE UNUSUALLY

S-HIGH REPAIR Olt OPERATING COSTS?

DO REAL AND APPUCABLE DATA SHOW NO
THE DESIrAILITY OF THE PROPOSEDSTASK? .. . .. .. _

YES

YES 5 NO
DOES AN ECONOMIC TRA)EOWF NO
STUDY JUSTIFY THE TASK?

TASK IS COST- TAS I NOT~
LfFtCTIVE ~FCOSTIWEVE

DECISION DUSGRAM FOR EVALUATINGs THE PROBABLE COST-EFFECThENESS OF A
PROPOSED TASK 'WEN PRFEVNTIVE MAINIENANCE IS NOT REQUIRED TO PROTECT
OPERATING SAFETY OR THE. AVAILABILITY OF HIDDEN FUNCTIONS. THE PURPOSE
OF THE DECISION TECHNIQUES IS TO REDUCE riE NU•MER OF FORIMAL ECONOMIC
TRADEOFF STUDIES THAT MUST BE PERFORMED.

Fiqure 5-5. Decision dlagram for cost-effectivenc-.
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(2) It must be possible to define a potential failure condition that can be
detected by an explicit task.

(3) There must be a reasonably consistent a~e interval between the time of
potential failure and the time for functional failure.

As an example, suppo. a visible crack is used as a measure of metal fatigue, as
shown in figure 5-6. Such an item is most failure resistant when it is new
(point A). The resistance drops steadily with increasing age and is already
somewhat reduced by the time a crack appears (point B). Thereafter, it is
possible to monitor the growth of the crack (condition a) and define a potential
failure (point C, condition b) far enough in advance to permit removal of the
itemr before a functional failure occurs (point D). Once a crack has appeared,
the failure resistance drops more repidly; hence, the rate of crack growth In
this item must be known in order to establish the interval T (condition c), which
will enable the inspection interval to be determined that will effectively
mon'tor the failure mode.

5-9. Economic considerations. The economic considerations are divided into two
groups, operational and nonoperational effects.

a. Operational effects. Task(s) is desirable if the cost is less than the
combined cost of the operatiortal loss and the cost of repair. If economic
penalties are severe, redesign way be desirable.

b. Nonoperational effects. Task(s) is desirable if the cost of the task is
less than the cost of repair. Redesign may be desirable if economic penalties
are severe.

5-10. Determining cost-effectiveness.

a. Since a moderate amount of information gathering is necessary for
calculations of cost-effectiveness, it is helpf-il to knew whether the effort is
likely to be fruitful. The decision-diagram approach (fig 5-5) is also useful
in this area.

b. Up to this point, we have not been concerned about failure rate, since
it is not a primary measure of consequences. In the case of critical failures,
it has no bearing; in fact, the sole objective is to avoid any failures on which
to base a rate. Where the consequences are economic, however, the total cost
,depends on the frequency with which these consequences are likely to occur. The
first question in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of prevention, therefore,
concerns the frequency of functional failures.

c. Since it is seldom worthwhile to deal with rare types of noncritical
failures, this question rules out items that fail so seldom that the r.ost of
scheduled maintenance would probably be greater than the benefits to be derived
from it. The ter* higth, of course, Is open to interpretation. In airline
practice, a failure rate greater than I per 1,000 hours of flight time is usually
considered high, w•ereas, a rate of less than 0.1 per 1,000 hours is usually not
considered important. This question is often easier to answer if the failure
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A • Viible Crack
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. -- Functional

A . TV T . Fi lr
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0%~46- -4____ -ON.: 0

Operating age--

Determining the interval for scheduled inspection of an item subject
to metal fatigue. Once the rate of decline in failure resistance has been
determined, an inspection interval Is established that provides ample
opportunity to detect a potenti!r failure before a funetional failure can
occur.

Figure 5--6. Scheduled maintenance task determindtion
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rate is described in terms of the number of failures per month. If the failure
rate is judged to be high, the next concern is the cost involved. Operational
consequences are usually the major costs associated with a high failure rate.

d. Any failure that prevents continued dispatch of the equipment involves
operational consequences. However, the extent of the cconomic loss depends
largely on the intended use of the equipment. In a military context, for
example, a high cost might be imputed to the dispatch of an airplane with
restrictions on its operatirg performance. If the "ailure does have operational
consequences, the total cost of failure includes combined cost of these
consequences and the cost of repair. Even when operational consequences are not
involved, it may be ad-ý .leous to forestall a particularly expensive failure

mode. This question mt . investigated separately, since such failure modes
will usually be responsioie for only a small fraction of the total number of
failures. A "yes" 'nswer to either of the preceding two questions means that we
need further info -rv Zion. It is possible to arrive at a "yes" answer to this
question if there is substantial evidence that this task was cost-effective in
Sthe pas :')r this or a similar item. If so, the task can be scheduled without a
formal _ýjy. Otherwise the question of economic trade-ofif must be evaluated for
each of the applicable maintenance tasks. An economic trade-off study involves
several steps:

(1) An estimate of the incremental effect of the task on the failure rate
of the item for several different task intervwls.

(2) A translation of the reduced failure rate into cost reductions.

(3) An estimate of the cost of performing the proposed task for each of
the intervals considered.

i4) Determination of tVe interval, if one exists, at which the cost-benefit
ratio is the most favorable.

e. Figure 5-7 shows a formula for evaluating the cost effectiveness of a
scheduled rework task. The cost factors for inspection tasks and scheduled
overhaul tasks are quite different. Scheduled removals increase both thk total
shop volume and the number of spare units .equired to replace the units that are
under•;ing overhaul. Consequently, unless the frequency of a very expensive
failure is materially reduced by an age l-mit, tho total cost of this task will
usually outweigh its economic benefits.

f. In contrast, the total number of Potential failures removed as a result
of scheduled inspectio's is not appreciaoly greater than it would be if each unit
were allowed to fail. Moreover; the ctst of repairing potential failures is
usually less than the cost of repair after a functional failure. As a result,
itspection tasks, when they are applicable, are relatively easy to justify.

9. The important role of cost-effectiveness in RCM decislonmakiog helps to
clarify the nature of inherent reliability characteristics. The inherent
reliability of an item is not the lefgth of time It will survive without
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preventive maintenance; rather, it is the level of reliability the item will
exhibit when it is protected by preventive maintenance and adequate servicing and
lubrication. The degree of reliability that can be achieved,• however, depends on
certain characteristics that are a direct result of tne design details of the
equipment and the manufacturing processes that produced it. These
characteristics determine both the need for preventive maintenance and the
effectiveness with which it can be provided.

h. The test of cost-effectiveness means that an RCM pr)gram will not
include some tasks that might reduce the likelihood of noncritical failures.
However, when a failure has economic consequences, the inclusion of a task that
is not cost-effective would merelv transfer these consequences from one cost
category to another; it would not reduce them. Tihus, the cost factors on both
sides must be considered inherent reliability characteristics, since they dictate
the level of reliability that is feasible for an existing design. Within this
framework, RCM analysis ensures all the operating reliability which is practical
for the equipment. Moreover, it results in a selection of only those tasks which
will accomplish this objective; hence, it also provides the required maintenance
protection at minimum cost.

i. Certain of the inherent reliability characteristics of new equipment are
unknown at the time a prior-to-service maintenance program is developed.
Consequently, the initial program is somewhat more expensive than later
refinements of It will be (although it is still a minimum-cost program in terms
of the information available at the time). This situation is inevitable because
of the default dccision necessary to protect the equipment in the absence of full
Information.
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Item

Annual volume of operation

Proposed interval

Average base cost of repairing a failed unit $???

X Number of failed units per year X ??

Annual base cost of repairing failed units $???

Average cost of operational consequence failure $???

X Number of failures that have operational consequence X ?

Annual cost of operational consequences $??

Average base cost for a time-expired unit $???

X Number of scheduled removals per year X ??

Annual total cost of time-expired units $??

Cost of unit

X Number of spares required X

Annual cost of required spares $???

Total Annual Support Costs Figure 5-7. $7???

A formula for analyzing the support costs associated with scheduled removals for
rework. At least four proposed rework intervals must be examined to determine
whether a cost-effective interval does exist.
1. it may be desirable to study'a specl ic expensive Failure moeseparately.

2. Includes cost of removing and installing unit at line station and of
transporting it to and fror the maintenance base.

3. The number of failures with operational consequences may be different from
the total, since not every failure will have such consequences.

4. If the change in volume of work at the maintenance base results in changes in
facility requirements, the annual cost of such changes should be included in the
support costs.

Figure 5-7. Total Annual Support Costs
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CHAPTER 6

Task and Interval Selection

6-1. Task selection. Once it has been determined that scheduled maintenance is
required, each failure mode must be evaluated to determine which of the available
tasks will be applicable and effective. This evaluation will be done in
conjunction with RCM logic questions 9 through 15 of the RCM decision diagram,
see figure 4-6. The evaluation of RCM tasks can be simply explained by
considering three basic questions--

a. Is a scheduled maintenance task (or combination of maintenance tasks) to
detect potential failures both applicable and effective? (See para 5-8 for
discussion of applicable and effective.)

b. Is an overhaul task to reduce the failure rate both applicable and
effective?

c. Is a replace task to avoid failure or reduce the failure rate both
applicable and effective?

The RCM philosophy requires that these questions be evaluated in this order.
When one of the above tasks is found to be applicable and effective, that task is
included in the preventive maintenance program, and the evaluation for that
failure mode is completed with consideration for age exploration. (See chap 7.)
Therefore, once a task is selected, it is not necessary to evaluate another of
the three above questions.

6-2. RCM task preference.

a. The characteristics of the tasks, themselves, suggest a strong order of
preference on the basis of their overall effectiveness as preventive measures.
The first choice for a scheduled maintenance action is always lubricate and/or
service. This is due to the necessity of replacing or adding critical fluids to
the item. The next choice is a scheduled inspection, particularly if it can be
performed without removing the inspected item from the equipment. This type of
preventive maintenance has a number of advantages. Because scheduled
inspections/tests identify individual units at the notential failure stage, they
are particularly effective in preventing specific nmo~es of failure. Hence, they
reduce the likelihood of failures and operational consequences that would
otherwise result from that failure mode. For the same reason, they also reduce
the average cost of repair by avoiding the expensive secondary damage that might
be caused by a functional failure. The fact that a scheduled inspection/test
identifles individual units at the point of potential failure, means that each
unit realizes almost all of its useful life. Since the number of removals for
potential failures is only slightly larger than the number that would result from
functional failures, both the repair costs and thi; number of spare units
necessary to support the repair process are kept to a minimum. The scheduling of
inspections, at a time when the equipment is out of service, ConCentrates the
discovery of potential failures to the maintenance organizations that perform the
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inspections. This fact, together with the lower probability of functional
failures, further reduces the inventory of spare parts that would, otherwise,
have to be kept available at each site. If no applicable and effective
inspection/test can be found, the next choice is a scheduled
adjust/align/calibrate task. These tasks may be performed as a result of an
inspection or test. In that case, a scheduled adjust/align/calibrate task would
not be required. One of these tasks is preferred over the next block of tasks
because it allows for reuse of the item through restoration of serviceability,
thereby, obtaining the maximum amount of service with minimum expenditure of
resources.

b. If there is no applicable and effective inspection or adjustment, then
the next choice is a scheduled overhaul. Scheduled overhaul of single parts or
components leads to a marked reduction in the overall failure rate of items that
have a dominant failure mode (the failure resulting from this mode would be
concentrated about an average age). This type of task may be cost effective if
the failures have major economic consequences. An overhaul age limit usually
includes no restriction on the remanufacture and reuse of time expired units;
hence, material costs are lower than they would be if the entire unit had to be
discarded. Any scheduled overhaul task, however, has certain disadvantages.
Because the age limit applies to all units of an item, many serviceable units
will be removed that would otherwise have survived to higher ages. Moreover, the
total number of removals will consist of failed units plus scheduled removals.
Hence, the total workload for this task is substantially greater than it would be
with inspection, and a correspondingly larger number of spares is needed to
support the process. Scheduled replacement is economically the least desirable
of the preventive maintenance tasks, although it does have a few desirable
features, as safe life limit on simple components can prevent critical failures
caused by certain failure modes. Similarly, an economic life limit can reduce
the frequency of functional failures that have major economic consequences.
However, a replacement task is, in itself, quite costly. The average life
realized by an item subject to a safe life limit is only a fraction of its
potentially useful life, and the average life of an item subject tn an economic
life limit is much less than that of many individual units. In addition, a
replacement task involves the cost of replacement, as new items or parts must be
purchased to replace the time-expired units, since a life limit usually does not
permit remanufacture and reuse.

6-3. Determination of maintenance intervals.

a. Once the RCM logic has been applied and a decision has been reached on
the type of maintenance to be performed, then safety and cost considerations must
be addressed to establish the maintenance intervals. Scheduled inspections and
replacement intervals should coincide whenever *,ossible to reduce the impact on
the user. This section presents the considerations that must be addressed when
establishing intervals for inspection/test and replacement monitoring and
analyzing the cost of unit monitoring and analyzing the cost of unit
maintenance.

b. Following are the general considerations to be addressed for each of the

above categories:
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(1) Replacement limits.

(a) Raplacement limits are established for items where inspection/tests
or unit maintenance is not feasible from a safety or cost-effectiveness
standpoint (e.g., does not provide adequate assurance of detection prior to
failure).

(b) Replacement limits are established as a prerequisite for assuring
safety or cost-effectiveness. The general techniques to be followed in
establishing hard time replacement intervals are as follows:

1. Safety consideration.

a. MIL-STD-882, System Safety Program for Systems and Associated Subsystems
and rquipment: Requirements for, prescribes requirements governing safety.

b. AR 385-55, Prevention of Motor Vehicle Accidents, describes vehicle
safety standards. These standards should be addressed during the analysis.

c. The safety replacement interval is usually established by first
estabTishing the cumulative failure distribution for the item (this distribution
can usually be obtained from empirical test data or from reliability
predictions), and then establishing a replacement interval which results in an
EAtremely low probability of failure prior to replacement. Figure 6-1 shows an
example of how a replacement interval can be established for safety
considerations. The cumulative failure distribution was established for the
component and then the resulting limit was determined which would provide an 85
percent probability tkat the component would not fail prior to replacement.

d. The replacement interval for the component falls within the anticipated
serviTe life of the system. If the limit exceeds the service life, preventive
replacement is not required.

2. Cost and effectiveness consideration.

a. Where the failure does not cause a safety hazard but rather causes
missi'n failure, the replacement interval is established In a trade-off process
involving the cost of replacing components, the cost of a failure, and the
readiness requirement of the equipment/system.

b. The process of establishing the replacement interval (Tr) is
accomp-lshed through minimization of the following cost equation:

C(Tr) - (Cpr + Cf(F(Tr)))/Tr

where

C(Tr) - Expected cost per unit time.

Cpr - Cost of a preventive replacement.
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Cf - Cost of a failure (Includes cost of part replacement and system
downtime). The suggested methodology for calculating the cost of
system downtime, e.g., Cop (cost of lost operational time per year).
This could be modified to the cost of lost operational time per
failure, e.g., number of operational hours lost per failure X Cob.
If Cf = Cpr then cost is not a determining factor. The value of Tr
should be established based on mission requirements.

Coh = Cost overhaul.

F(Tr) = Expected number of failures in interval Tr.

Tr = Replacement interval.

c. Depending upon the equation defining the failure distribution, this
equatTon can be solved by differentiation or by iteration (substituting different
values for Tr and calculating the resultant expected cost).

d. After the minimum-cost replacement interval has been established, the
effects on system downtime should be reviewed to assure an acceptable readiness
rate is achieved.

3. Other considerations. Tn the establishment of scheduled replacement
intervals, one must note the desiraLility of consolidating several scheduled
replacements to, occur at the same irterval. A minimization of the summations of
the individual costs is then sought, The minimization formula previously
presented can be used in summation to establish this group scheduled replacement
interval. However, if the intervals zre relatively close to each other, a mean
interval may be selected and used if tne effects on the cost and readiness of
individual items are not materially affected. (Where degradation in readiness or
cost is not prohibitive, consideration should be given to establishing mission-
related replacements to occur concurrent with safety related replacement.)

(2) Scheduled maintenance.

(a) Scheduled maintenance is established for those items where operator/
crew monitoring is not feasible from a safety or cost-effective standpoint.

(b) Scheduled maintenance intervals are established for two purposes: to
locate imminent failures and to detect the occurrence of a failure. In either of
these cases, the consequence of a failure may be a safety hazard or mission
abort.

(c) Scheduled maintenance--detect imminent failures.

1. The failure characteristics of an item which would use scheduled
maint7nace as 3 preventive procedure has two distinct failure distributions.
The first distribution is that dealing with time to onset of a failure; i.e., the
distribution of tim, until evidence of imminent failure can be detected. The
second distribution deals with the time from onset to occurrence of the failure.
(See fig 6-2.)
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2. Safety consideration.

a. The objective of scheduled maintenance, in this instance, is to schedule
the i~spactions so that there is a very low probability that a failure will occur
between inspections. This probability of failure is composed of the probability
that failure onset will occur, and the onset will go to failure all within the
inspection interval. If the average time to onset is much larger than the
average time from onset to failure, consideration should be given to establishing
a usage dependent inspection program, i.e., wait to start inspections until the
item has obtained a certain amount of usage. Of course, such usage dependent
intervals would only be feasible where usage information is maintained by the
field on the item under consideration.

b. If on the item usage information is not routinely maintained by the
field-, then the distribution of time from onset to failure becomes the
fundamental consideration in establishing the inspection interval.

3. Mission consideration.

a. Where the failure does not cause a safety hazard, but rather causes a
missiTn failure, the inspection interval is established in a trade-off process
involving the cost of conducting inspections, the cost of a failure, and the
readiness requirement of the equipment/system.

b. The process of establishing the inspection interval (Ti) is accomplished
throug'h minimization of the following cost equation:

C(Ti) = [Ci + Cfu (F(Ti))]/Ti

where

C(Ti) = Expected cost per unit time.

Ci = Cost of an inspection.

Cfu - Cost of an undetected failure (i.e., cost of the end item
operating in a degraded mode).

F(Ti) - Expected number of failures in interval Ti,

The Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile could be used as a basis for
determining the cost of an undetected failure, e.g.:
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EXPECTED LIFE COMPONENT
MISSION AVG DAILY USE ( COST

MOVE 5 Miles 20 Yrs $2,350,000
SHOOT 2 Rounds 10 Yrs 175,000
COMMUNICATE 1 Hr 10 Yrs 12,000

TOTAL WEAPON SYSTEM $*7'307Tl

Cfu = 2,350,000

= 2,350,000

= $326.39

NOTE: This example assumes the system would not be able to move fer 1 day.

c. Depending upon the equation defining the failure distribution, this
equatTon can be solved by differentiation or iteration (substituting different
values for Ti and calculating the resultant expected cost).

d. After the minimum cost inspection interval has been established, the
effects on system downtime should be reviewed to assure an acceptable readiness
rate is achieved.

4. In establishing inspection intervals, one must consider the desirability
of arr•anging several inspections to occur at the same interval. A minimization
of the suaiumation of the individual cost is then sought. The minimization formula
previously presented can be used in summation to establish this group inspection
interval. However, if inspection intervals are relatively close to each other, a
mean interval may be selected if cost/readiness of individual items are not
materially affected (where degradation in readiness or cost is not prohibitive,
consideration should also be given to scheduling the mission-related inspections
to occur simultaneously with related inspection).

(d) Scheduled maintenance--detect failures.

1. Safety conslder4tion.

a. If this RCM option is acceptable, the failure is such that injury does
not ilmediately result with failure, but the chance of injury increases the
longer the failure goes undetected.

b. The object is, thus, to establish an inspection interval where the
expected time that a failure would go undetected is within acceptable bounds. If
the failure density function is known, it should be used to establish the
inspection interval.

c. In cases where the density function is not known or is not amenable to
matheimatical mianipulation, the expected time that failure goes undetected can be
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approximated by one half of the product of the probability that a failure occurs
and the inspection interval.

2. Mission consideration.

a. Where the failure does not cause a safety hazard, but rather causes
missif'n failure, the inspection interval is established in a trade-off process
involving the cost of inspection, the cost of an undetected failure, and the
readiness requirement of the equipment/system.

b. The process of establishing the inspection interval (Ti) is

accomplished through minimization of the following cost equation:

C(Ti) = [Ci + Cfu (Ti)fu]/Ti

where

C(Ti) = Cost per unit time

Ci = Cost of an inspection

Cfu = Cost per unit time of an undetected failure
(i.e., cost to the mission per unit time due to
end item operating in a degraded mode).

(Ti)fu = Expected period of time that a failure would
go undetected in inspection interval Ti

c. Depending upon the equation defining the failure distribution, this
equatTon can be solved by differentiation or by iteration (substituting different
values for Ti ald LdiLulating the resultant expected cost).

d. After the minimum cost inspection interval has been established, the
offecTs on system downtime should be reviewed to assure an acceptable readiness
rate is achieved.

3. In establishing inspection intervals, one must consider the desirability
of arranging several inspections to occur at the same interval. A minimization
of the summation of the individual cost is then sought. The minimization form.ula
previously presented can be used in sumnation to establish this qroup inspection
interval. However, if inspection intervals are relrtively close to each other, a
mean interval may be selected if cost/readiness of individual items are not
materially affected (where degradation in readiness or cost iS not prohibitive,
consideration should also be given to scheduling the mission-related inspections
to occur simultaneously with related inspections).

(3) Operator/crew monitoring.

(a) Operator/crew monitoring is the process where the operator/crew detects
either experienced or impending failure through routine monitoring of the
operation and use of the item. The experienced failures are those that are
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detected by the operator/crew when or after they occur, The impending failures
are those detectable before serious degradation occurs. Both types are
detectable directly, by the operator/crew, through the human senses (sound,
touch, sight, etc.), or indirectly, through the incorporation of design features
such as built-in test equipment (BITE) and sensors/transducers (warning lights,
gauges, etc.).

(b) Operator/crew monitoring is generally the most desirable of the types
of preventive maintenance requirements, as it will result in the least number of
maintenance actions. However, a high degree of operation," ;tvailability or
safety may require the inclusion of scheduled mainteninc• ,.c •ieponent
replictement to augment operator/crew monitoring.

(c) The cost of operator/crew monitoring must t, ed for impending
and experienced failures so that a comparison to scht -, "nd hard time can be
made. There should normally be low cost associated vtit. en operator/crew monitor
system. The operator/crew is already assigned to a system and, through
performance of normal duties, impending and experienced failures can be detected.
Whenever operator/crew monitoring is a cost alternative, it should be the most
effective. The cost equation for operator/crew monitoring is--

C(cm) = (Crd + Cm) + (Cfu) (Ftu)

Where C(cm) = Expected cost of undetected failures
in life of system for crew monitoring.

Crd - Cost of research and development for

monitoring system.

Na a Number of weapon systems/end items to be acquired.

Cm = Cost of monitoring system.

Cfu - Cost of undetected failure.

Ftu - Number of failures undetecl.ed over the life of the system.

(d) The probability that a failure can be detected by operator/crew
monitoring, either impending or experienced, will je determined from the FAECA or
historical data. This probability is comprised of factors such as the
probability of the warning device, if i'ncluded, detecting a failure and emitting
a signal, and the probability of the operator/crew perceiving the signal.

(e) The readiness would be ralculated for either case of operator/crew
monitoring: without a warning device, and with a warning device. These values
and the cost estimates would be traded off with those obtained from scheduled,
hard time, or a cOmbination of any of the three, to determine the optimut
mai ntenance requirement.
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CHAPTER 7

Age Exploration

7-1. Age exploration.

a. The Age Exploration Program is an essential part of the overall RCM
program. Any complex equipment generates failures, and failure events will occur
throughout its operating life. The response to these events depends on the
failure consequences. If a failure that is not anticipated has serious
implicitions for safety, the first occurrence sets in motion an immediate cycle
of maintenance and design changes. In other cases, waiting until several
failures have occurred, allows a better assessment of their frequency to
determine the economic benefits of preventive tasks or possible redesign. Very
often, waiting until enough failures have occurred to permit an evaluation of age
reliability relationships provides the information necessary to modify the
initial maintenance decisions. Evolution of the preventive maintenance program
does not consist solely of reactions to unanticipated failures. The information
that becuaes available, including the absence of failures, is also used for
systematic evaluation of all tasks in the initial program. On the basis of
actual data, the initial conservative intervals for scheduled inspections can be
adjusted and the applicability of scheduled rework and economic life tasks can be
investigated. Actual operations will frequently confirm the assessments of
failure consequences, but occasionally the consequences will be found to be more
serious or less serious than anticipated, or a failure thought to be evident to
the onerating crew is not, and vice versa. The process hy which all this
information is obtained is called age exploration, both because the amount of
information is a direct function of the age of the equipment in service and
because some of this information relates to the ages of the items themselves.

b. Age exploration Is the process of determining the reliability
characteristics of the equipment under actual operating conditions, which begins
the day a new item enters service. This process includes monitoring the
condition and performance oF each item, analyzing failure data to identify
problems and their consequences, evaluating inspection findings to adjust task
intervals, and determining age reliability relationships for various items.
Since the decision process that led to the initial preventive maintenance program
was based on prior to service information, the program will reflect a number of
default decisions. As operating experience begins to produce real data on -ach
item, the same decision logic can now be used to respond to failures not
anticipated, assess the desirability of additional tasks, and eliminace the cost
of unnecessary and over intensive maintenance resulting from the use of default
answers. In the pamphlet, certain aspects of age exploratiýn, as they relate to
task intervals and the intensive study of individual items in the systems,
powerplant, and structures divisions, are considered. In a broad sense, however,
age exploration encompasses all reliability information on the item as it ages in
service. Thus, the heart of an ongoing maintenance program is the tollectico and
analysis of this information, whether by the engineering organizatiun or by a
separate group. Although intensive age exploration of individual items plays .
direct role in assessinq their maintenance requirements, this is only one of many
sources of reliability information, in the case of dircraft, it is also not the
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information of most immediate concern. In order to respond to problems not
anticipated, an operating organization must have some means of identifying those
that require first priority. On this basis, a ranking of the various types of
reliability data according to the priority of failure consequences is listed--

(1) Failures that could have a direct effect on safety.

(2) Faflures that have a direct effect on operational capability, either by

aborting the mission or by restricting its continuation.

(3) The failure modes of units removed as a result of functional failures.

4 (4) The causes of potential failures found as a result of scheduled
inspections.

(5) The general condition of unfailed parts in units that have failed.

(6) Tho general condition of parts ,n units removed specifically for
:;ampling process.

7-2. The uses of operating data. It is important to recognize, that in
planning a prior to service program and at the age exploration stage, a fleet of
equipment does not materialize overnight. The number of items/systems in service
and the associated vol.me of operations build up slowly. This allows us to
concentrate first on the most frequent failures (since those that occur early
will continue to occur early after either delivery or repair) or on those
failures with the most serious consequences. As the volume of operations
increases, the less frequent failures come to light and can be dealt with later.
This latter inforiation may be obtained by deliberate heavy use of the first few
pieces of eq'uipment, the fleet-leader concept, although the small size of the
sample data presents a serious drawback. The reliability information obtained
from actual operating experience is quite varied. Although the failure rate
plays a role early in operation in pinpointing design problems and evaluating
task--effectiveiress, an age exploration program is organized to provide the
following kinds of information:

a. The types of failures the equipment is actually exposed to, as well as
their frequencies,

b. The consequences of each failure, ranging from direct safety hazards
through serious operational consequences, high repair costs, long out of service
times for repair, to a deferred need to correct inexpensive functional failures.

c. Confirmation that functional failures classified as evident to the
operating crew are, in fact, evident during normal performance of duties.

d. Identification of the circumstances of failure to determine whether the
failure occurred during normal operation or wis due to some external factor, such
as bird strike.
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e. Confirmation that scheduled inspections are really measuring the
reduction in resistance to a particular failure mode.

f. The actual rates of reduction in failure resistance to determine optimum
inspection intervals.

g. The mechanism involved in certain failure modes to identify new forms of
scheduled inspection and parts that require design improvement.

h. Identification of tasks assigned as default actions in the initial
program which do not prove applicable and effective.

i. Identification of maintenance packages that are generating few trouble
reports.

j. Identification of items that are not generating trouble reports.

k. The ages at which failures occur, so that the applicability of scheduled
overhaul and remove/replace tasks can be determined by statistical analysis.

Figure 7-1 summarizes the use of information in the age exploration process as it
relates to the overall preventive maintenance program. This table shows the
processes which must take place during the evolution of the maintenance program.

7-3. Modifying the Maintenance Program. The nature of the major subassemblies
in the item leads to different patterns in their maintenance requirements, and
hence, in the decision paths used to arrive at an initial set of scheduled tasks.
For the same reason, age exploration activities in the major divisions
(structure, power plant, etc.) tend to focus on different sources of reliability
information. In some cases, the study of individual items involves no specified
age limits; in others, it involves limits that are moved freely and rapidly
on the basis of" inspection findings. The essential factor in all cases is not
the existence of an age limit, but knowing the age of each unit of the item
exami ned.

a. Age exploration of systems items. The systems division consists of a
large number of readily replaceable complex items and their relatively simple
fixed connecting lines. Usually, an initial systems program includes few
preventive maintenance tasks other than servicing atid failure finding
inspections, and there are rarely d~efined age exploration requirements, as in the
powerplant and structure programs. The cost of corrective maintenance is fairly
low for most components and, when operating data indicate that additional
preventive tasks are justified, it is generally because of an unexpectedly high
failure rate that involves operational consequences. In some cases, the failure
rate may be high enough to wtarrant t}•e replacement o- certain components with
more reliable ones. Since the reliability of components, on the whole, tends to
be low, the principal age exploration tool in the systems division is Actuarial
analysis of failure data. Ordinarily, the conditional probability of failure for
a complex item is -not expected to vary much with operating age. However, a newly
designed system will sometimes show a dominant failure mode that Is both age-
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related and expensive enough to make an age limit task desirable. Figure 7-2
shows a conditional probability curve derived from operating experience with an
engine driven generator. There is little change in the failure rate until about
2,000 hours, when the bearing starts to fail; thereafter, the conditional
probability of failure increases with age as this failure mode becomes more
dominant. The survival curve in figure 7-2 shows the probability that a
generator will not suffer a bearing failure.

(1) Failure examples. Bearing failures cause such extensive damage to a
generator that the entire generator must be scrapped and replaced with a new one,
at a high cost. The bearing itself is relatively inexpensive. In this case a
cost analysis showed that it would be desirable to assign an economic life
replacement task to the bearing at an interval of 4,000 hours. Such a task could
also be viewed as a scheduled overhaul task for the generator, with the overhaul
specification including discard and replacement of the bearing. The generator
and bus-tie relay were assigned a scheduled rework task for a different reason.
The relay is a complex mechanical item, and its basic functions are to convey the
power from each generator to its own load bus and to convey ground power to the
individual load buses. A failure of either of these functions will be reported
by the operating crew and will result in removal of the faulty relay for repair.
The relay also has a number of secondary functions, some of which are hidden.
When older units began coining into the shop for repair, many of the hidden
functions were found to be in a failed state; in addition, many of the parts were
so worn that the units could no longer be repaired. On this basis, the relay was
assigned a replacement at a maximum age limit of 14,000 hours for shop
disassembly to the extent necessary for repair. This task was intended primarily
to protect the important hidden functions, but the savings in repAirable units, in
this case, more than offset the expense of scheduled removals. Although failures
not anticipated in the systems division rarely involve safety, some failures do
have serious enough consequences to be treated as if they were critical. One
such case was a failure of a landing gear actuator endcap. The endcap was
designed to have a fatigue life longer than the expected service life of the
aircraft, and since corrosion was not expected to be a problem with this item,
the only task assigned in the initial program was an inspection of the cap
whenever the actuator was in the shop for repair. A check for internal hydraulic
leaks had also been discussed, but it was considered unnecessary for this type of
actuator. Unfortunately, this actuator is not removed as part of the landing
gear, and it has a very low failure rate. Consequently, no inspections had been
performed. The endcap actually experiences two failures in operation. These
failures originated in the exposed internal portion of the endcap, where an
O-ring is used to seal in the hydraulic fluid. The original design and assembly
techniques had allowed moisture to accumulate between the cap and body of the
actuator (on the air side of the O-ring), causing pitting cirrosion. When the
endcap separates from the actuator, all the hydraulic fluid is lost from. the
number 3 hydraulic system, and the landing gear cannot be retracted. If this
fbilure occurred during flight, the gea," in the failed position would rest on the
doors, and when the pilot extended the landing gear, all three gears would simply
free fall to the down and locked position. However, if the gear doors were also
to fail, the failed gear would free fall through the opening, and in the extreme
case at high speed, the door could separate and fall to the ground. This
multiple failure would be considered critical. 9hile notthpr of the two endcap
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failures, in themselves, were classified as critical, the action taken was
similar to that for an unanticipated critical failure. First, a safe life limit
was established for the endcap, and a modified part with greater fatigue life was
designed. This modified cap was installed at or before the existing caps reached
the present life limit. Second, all actuators were removed and sent to the shop
for upgrading. Each actuator is disassembled, the endcap is replaced with the
new part, corrosion on other parts of the actuator is removed, and improved
corrosion protection materials are applied upon reassembly. Failure data are
also the basis for adjusting task intervals for hidden functions in systems
items. Many of the failure finding tasks are based on opportunity samples,
tests, or inspections of hidden functions on units sent to the shop for o.her
repairs. The results of these inspections are recorded and analyzer to find the
inspection interval that will provide the required level of availability at the
lowest inspection cost. The units tested in the shop are considered to be a
random sampling of the units in the operating fleet. Thus, the percentage of
failures found in the shop tests can be taken as the percentage of failures that
would be found throughout the fleet. Failure finding inspections of items
installed on the aircraft are performed at scheduled intervals. In this case,
the percentage of failures found will represent approximately twice the
percentage expected in the entire fleet, because the inspection occurs at the end
of the assigned interval, rather than at random times after the preceding
inspection.

b. Age exploration of powerplant items. Age exploration is an integral
part of any initial powerplant program. A completely new type of engine, often
incorporating new technology, is sometimes unreliable when it first enters
service. During the -first few years of operation, premature removal rates are
commonly high. The high removal rate makes it possible for the maintenance shop
to obtain information not only on the parts involved in the failure, but on the
condition of other parts of the engine as well. Most new aircraft engines
experience unanticipated failures, some of which are serious. The first
occurrence of any serious engine failure immediately sets in motion a
developmental cycle. The cause of the failure is identified, and a scheduled
task is devised to control functional failures until the problem can 5e resolved
at the design level. Modified parts are then incorporated in the operating
fleet, and when continued inspections have shown that the modification is
successful, the special task requirements are terminated.

c. Age exploration of structural items. Whereas, systems and powerplant
items are designed to be interchangeable, there is no simple way of replacing
most structural elements. Repairs and even detailed inspection of internal parts
of the structure involve taking the equipment out of service, sometimes for an
extended period. For this reason, structural items are designed to survive to
much higher ages than systems or powerplant components. Nevertheless, initial
intervals in the structural inspection plan are only a fraction of this design
life goal, both because of the consequences of a structural failure, and because
of the factors that can affect the design fatigue life in individual equipment.
These include variations in the manufacturing process, overloads encountered by
individual equipment, loading spectra that differ from the standards employed by
the designer, environmental conditions causing corrosion, and accidental damage
from foreign objects. In the structure division, the inspection program is the
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vehicle for age exploration. Thus the initial intervals are intended not only to
find and correct any deterioration that may have occurred, but also to identify
the age at which deterioration first becomes evident for each structural item.
The inspection findings and work performed are monitored by engineers who record
all the relevant findings on those systems designated as inspection samples.
With this information, there is a good basis in the ongoing program for revising
the age at which inspections of structurally significant items should begin in
later delivery. In general, the interval to the first inspection in the initial
program is the same as the interval for repeat inspections, and successive
inspections are performed on each system as it ages to identify the age at which
deterioration first becomes evident. Their procedure provides adequate
information for short intervals in relation to the fatigue life design goal.
Inspection of an item at intervals of 5,000 hours, for example, will result in
documentation of its condition at total ages of 5,000 hours, 10,000 hours, 15,000
hours, and so on. However, if an item is assigned an initial interval of 20,000
hours, subsequent inspections at total ages of 40,000 and 60,000 hours would
leave great gaps in the flow of age condition information. It is, therefore,
necessary to schedule inspections of several systems at intermediate ages to
ensure that the age at which any deterioration begins can be identified within a
close enough range for the information to be useful. The items that are assigned
such long intervals, of course, are those which not only have very little effect
on residual strength, but also have a very low susceptibility to corrosion and
other damage. Because it takes several years for a fleet to build up, it is
always hoped that the conservative start of inspection intervals in the initial
program will apply only to the first few end items to reach these agbs. It is
also hoped that inspection findings will support an increase in the ages at which
the first inspections are performed on subsequent items entering the fleet. This
increase is usually accomplished by "forgiving" the first few inspections in the
sequence rather than by changing the interval. The information obtained from the
inspections is supplemented by data from the manufacturer's continuing fatigue
tests, as well as by inspection information from other operating organizations.
Once the first evidence of deterioration does appear, this new information may
indicate that adjustment of the repeat interval itself would be desirable. When
early deterioration appears in a structural item, low start of inspection and
repeat intervals must be defined and maintained until design changes have been
incorporated that avoid the need for such early and frequent inspections.

d. A relatively small number of sample inspections may be adequate for
economic purposes. For example, suppose an item has a relatively short average
fatigue life of 60,000 hours. In a sample of 10 items all of the same total age,
the probability of discovering this defect by 50,000 hours is .63, and the same
defect would be expected to appear at this age in 10 percent of the uninspected
items. In practice, the sample inspections are performed on highest age items,
and when a defect is discovered, its incidence in the lower age items in the
fleet will be much less than 10 percent. When a large number were to be
inspected at a fixed major inspection interval, it was common practice to Inspect
items of relhtivply 1nw signifraanr0 on a fraction of the fleet (every fifth one)
and this practice was referred to as fractional sampling.
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Once the sampling inspections have identified the age at which an item begins to
show signs of deterioration, some action must be taken. This may be an increase
in the number of items sampled, perhaps to 100 percent, or it may be treatment or
modification of the affected area to forestall deterioration in others. As the
fleet ages, more of the sampling inspections will revert to 100 percent
inspections, unless such basic preventive measures are taken. Quite apart from
problems associated with higher ages, there is always the possibility of a
failure of a structural item that is not anticipated at more modest ages, just as
there is for systems and powerplant items. Note that this embodies the concept
of a long initial interval followed by short repeat intervals. The continuing
age exploration of damage tolerant structure will lead to the same results. Once
the age at which fatigue damage becomes evident has been identified for each
item, there will be either short inspection intervals starting at this age, or a
design modification that extends the fatigue life of the item, making the
inspection task unnecessary. The decision to modify an item's structure depends
on its remaining technologically useful life. When it is likely to be outdated
soon by new designs, it is usually difficult to justify structural modifications
on economic grounds, and it may be necessary to perform frequent inspections of
items that have been identified as approaching their fatigue lives. Tn this
case, there is an increasing likelihoed that the detection of a fatigue crack
will also take the item out of service for repair. and if the cost of repair
cannot be justified, it may be necessary to retire it. Whenever an active
modification policy is not followed, the frequency of repair and the number of
out-of-service incidents will be a direct function of the increasing age. it is
frequently considered axiomatic that all structural inspections must be
intensified when an item reaches higher ages. However, this has not necessarily
been the experience with some items because of the policy of modifying items as
soon as they are identified as nearing their fatigue lives. Consequently, in
decisions concerning fleet retirement, the cost of maintaining structural
integrity has been secondary to such factors as fuel c'nsumption, performance,
and payload and range capability. When a safe life structural item reaches its
defined life limit, there is usually no alternative to replacing it with a new
one. Thus, an item designed to safe life structure criteria must have greater
economic viability than one designed as a damage tolerant structure in order to
justify the more expensive procedures that are required for continued operation.
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Appendix A

Refe rences

Section 1

Required Publications

AR 70-1 Army Research, Development, and Acquisition
AR 385-55 Prevention of Motor Vehicle Accidents

AR 700-127 Integrated Logistics Support
AR 750-1 Army Materiel Maintenance Concepts and Policies
AR 750-37 Sample Data Collection: The Amy Maintenane. Management

System
DARCOM-9 750-8 Implementation of Reliability Centered Maintenance
DOD D 4151.16 DoD Equipment Maintenahce Program
DOD D 5000.39 Acquisition and Management of Integrated Logistic Support

for Systems and Equipment
MIL-HDBK-472 Maintainability Prediction

MIL-STD-1O9 Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions
MIL-STD-230 Definitions of Item Levels, Item Exchangeability, Models,

and Related Terms
MIL-STD-470 Maintainability Proý-_,,, :•r Systems and Equipment
MIL-STD-721 Definitions of Terms ior Reliability and Maintainability
MIL-STO-756 Reliability Modeling and Pr diction
14IL-STD-785 Reliability Program for Sy-tmvs and Equipment Development

and Production

MIL-STD)-882 System Safety Program Requir-;ents
MIL-STD-1388-1A Logistic Support Analysis
MIL-1ST-1388-2A DoD RequirementS for a Logistic Support Analysis Record
14IL-STD-1629 Procedures for Performing a Failure Mode, Effects, and

Criticality Analysis
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Appendix A--Continued

Section II
Related Publications

AFLG-AFSC Equipment Maintenance - Scheduled Maintenance Program
Reg 66-35

AR 702-3 Army Materiel Systems Reliability, Availability and
Maintainability (RAM)

AR 750-22 Amy Oil Analysis Program

AR 750-43 Test, Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment

DA Pam 750-40 Concepts of Reliability Centered Maintenance

DARCOM-R 750-9 RCM - Application to Depot Maintenance Work Requirements

MIL-STD-2080 Maintenance Engineering, Planning, and Analysis for
Aeronautical Systems, Subsystems, Equipment, and Support
Equipw it

MIL-HDBK-266 Application of RCM to Naval Aircraft Weapon Systems and
Support Equipment
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Explanation of Abbreviations and Terms

Section I

Abbreviations

AMC ---------------------- Army Materiel Command

BIT ---------------------- Built-in-test

BITE ---------------------- Built-in-test equipment

CA ---------------------- Criticality analysis

Cbr ---------------------- Cost benefit ratio

Ccm ---------------------- Cost of corrective action

Cfu ---------------------- Cost of undetected failure

Ci ---------------------- Cost of inspection

Cm ---------------------- Crew monitoring

COEA ---------------------- Cost and operations-effectiveness analysis

Coh ----------------.--. . Cost of an operating hour

Cop ---------------------- Cost of lost operdtion

Copc ---------------------- Cost of operating consequences

Cpm ---------------------- Cost of preventive task

Cor ---------------------- Cost of preventive replacement

DA ....................... Department of the Army

DMM ---------------------. Direct maintenance man-hours

DoD ---------------------- Department of Defense

Ot ---------------------- Development testing

F -.-- ----------------- Failures

FRECA----------------- .---- Failure code. effects, and criticality sialysls
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Glossary (continued)

FSD full-scale development

ILS integrated logistics support

ILSA ----- - integrated logistics support analysis

LOA ------- letter of agreement

LSA ---------------------- logistics support analysis

LSAR ---------- logistics support analysis record

LSP ---------- logistics support plan

MAC ---------------------- maintenance allocation chart

MSC ---------- major subordinate commnand

MSG -------------- maintenance steering group

MTBF----------------- mean time between failures

Na ------------------- Number of weapon systems to be acquired

Nt ---------- Number of proposed preventive tasks

Ot---------------------- operational testing

PHD ---------------------- program management docu.ent

RC)M --- ------ reliability-centered maintenance

RD ---------------------- research atd developeent

s --------- systems concept paper

SHSC -------------- sa(ety hazard severity codes

T ----- inspection interval

TOA -------------------- trade-off ana4lyis

IOD ---------- trade-off determination

Tr ------------------------ repI.#=nt interval
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Glossary (continued)

Section II

Terms

Age Exploration. A systematic evaluation of an item based on analysis of
collected informatior, from in-service experience. It assesses the item's
resista.,Oce to a deterioration process with respect to increasing age.

Acquisition Phases.

a. Concept exploration phase. The identification and exploretion of
alternative solutions or solution concepts *o satisfy a validated need.

b. Demonstration and lalidation phase. The period when selected candidate
solutiuns are refined through extensive study and analyses; hardware development,
if appropriate; test; and evaluations.

c. Full-scale development phc The pe-iod when a system and the
principal items necessary for its -. ,,ort are designed, fabricated, teited, and
evaluated.

d. Production and deployment phase. The period from production approval
until the last system is delivered and accepted.

Catastrophic failure. A failulre which may cause death or weapon system loss,
e.g., aircraft, missile, tank, ship, etc. This is the same as SHSC t.

Corrective action. A Jecumented design, process, procedure, or materials change
implemented and validated to correct the cause of failure or design deficiency.

Corrective maintenance. The actions performed, as a resuit of failure, or
potential failure, to restore an item ,u R specified condition.

Critical component. The item identified in the equipment/system whose failure
may result in a mission abort, mi'.sion fdilure, personal injury, or equipment
damage, or loss of function required by regulation or statute.

Critical failure. A failure whrch may cause severe injury, major property
damage, or major system damage wnich will result in mission abort. This il the
same as SHSC 2.

Criticality. A relative measure of the consequences of a failure mode and its
frequency of occurrences.

Criticdlity analysis (CA). A procedure by which each potential failure mode is
ranked according to the combined influence of severity and prchability of
occurrence.
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Glossary (continued)

Design parameters. Qualitative, quantitative, physical, and functional value
charac t eristics that are inputs to the design process, for use in design
tradeoffs, risk analyses, and development of a system, that is responsive to
system requirements.

Deterioration. Degradation in quality, mission accomplishment, and/or
reliability due to age, usage, or environment.

Detection mechanism. The means or methods by which a failure can be discovered
by an operator vnder normal system operation or can be discovered by the
maintenance crew by some diagnostic action.

End item. A final combination of end products, comoonent parts, and/or materials
which is ready for its intended use; e.g., ship, tank, mobile machine shop,
a rcraft.

Environments. The conditions, circums' ýes, influences, stresses and
combinations thereof, surrounding and ý,fecting systems or equipment during
storage, handling, transportation, testing, installation, and use in standby
status and mission operation.

Failure. Any deviation from the design-'ýpecified, measurable tolerance limits
that cause either a loss of function or reduced capability.

Failure cause. The physical or chemical processes, design defects, quality
defects, part misapplication, or other processes which are the basic reason for
failure or which initiate the physical process by which deterioration proceeds to
failure.

Failure effect. The consequence(s) a failure mode has on the operations,

fun tion, or status of an tem. Failure effects are classified as local effect,
next higher level, and eno effect.

a. Local effect - The consequence(s) a failure mode has on the operation,
function, or status of the specific item being analyzed.

b. Next higher level effect - The corisequence(:) a failure mode has on the
operation, functions, or status of the items in the next higher indenture level
above the indenture level under consideration.

c, End effect - The consequence(s) a failure mode has ol the operation,
functior, or status of the highest indenture level.
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Glossary (continued)

Failure mode. The manner by which a failure is observed. Generally describes
the way the failure occurs and its impact on equipment operation.

Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA). A procedure by which each potential
failure mode in a system is analyzed to determine the results or effects thereof
on the system and to classify each potential failure mode accordin§ to its
severity.

Failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA). An analysis to
identify potential design weaknesses through systematic, documented consideration
of the following: all likely ways in which a component or equipment can fail;
causes for each mode; and the effects of each failure and may be different for
each mission phase.

Function. The characteristic actions of units, systems, and end item.

Functional test. The quantitative evaluation of a system cGr component to assure
its ability to perform over the full operating range as desi.ned, within
specified limits, and to detect deterioration.

Hidden failure. A failure which is undetectable during operatlon by che
operator/crew.

Hidden function--

a. A function %J.ich is normally active and whose cessation will not be
evidernt to the operating crew during performance of normal duties.

b. A function which is normally inactive and whose readiness to perform,
prior to it being needed, will not be evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties.

Incipient failure. A deteriorated condition that indicates that a failure is
about to occur.

Indenture levels. The item levels which identify or describe relative complexity
of assembly or function. The levels progress from the more complex (system) to
the simpler (part) divisions.

Inherent design level of reliability. Thdt level which is built into the
hardware item, and therefore is inherent In its desigit. This is the highest
level of reliability that can be expected from the hardware item. To achieve
higher levels of reliability generally requires modification or redesign of the
hardware item.
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Glossary (continued)

In-service reliability. That characteristic of design and installation titat will
ensure a system's (equipment's) capability to operatp satisiactorily under given
conditions for a specified period of time.

Integrated logistic support (ILS). A unified and iterative approach to the
management and technical activities necessary t.o--

a. Cause support considerations to influence requirements and design.

b. Define support requirements that are optimally related to the design and
to each other.

c. Acquire the required support.

d. Provide the required support during the operational phase at minimum
cost.

Interfaces. The systems, external to the system being analyzed, which provide a
common boundary or service and are necessary for the system to perform its
mission in an undegraded mode; for example, systems that supply power, cooling,
heating, air services, or input signals.

Lubrication & servicing. Any act of lubricating or s2rvicing an item 0or Lhe
purpose of maintaining its inherent design operating capabilities.

Maintenance levels. The basic levels of maintenance into which all maintenance
activity is divided. The scope of maintenance performed within Each level must
be commensurate with the personnel, equipment, technical data, 3nd facilities
provided.

Maintenance planning. One of the nine principal elements of ILS. Includes
development of the maintenance concept, reliability and maintainability
parameters, repair level determinations, maintenance requirements, and supply
support essential to adequate and economical support of the system/equipmnent.
Planning becomes more detailed ds the systen/equipment progresses through the
acquisition cycle.

Maintenance process. A procedure used to determine maintenance requirements and
may contain many maintenance tasks.

Maintenance tasks. An action or set of actions required tG achieve a desired
outcome which restores an item to or maintains an item in serviceible condition,
including inspection and determination V condition.
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Glossary (continued)

Manpower. The total demand, expressed in terms of the number of individuals,
associated with a system. Manpower is indexed by manpower requirements, which
consist of quantified lists of jobs, .1ots, or billets that are characterized by
the descriptions of the required number of individuals who fill the job, slots,
or billets.

Marginal failure. A failure which causes minimal injury, property damage, or
system damage which will result in mission delay or mission degradation. Special
operating techniques or alternative modes of operation involved by the loss can
be tolerated throughout a mission but shall be corrected upon its completion.
This is the same as SHSC 3.

Minor failure. A failure not serious enough to cause injury, property damage, or
system damage but which will *esult in unscheduled maintenance or repair after
completion of a mission. This is the same as SHSC 4.

Mission abort. The termination of a mission prior to completion because the
failure cannot be repaired within 30 minutes by the on-board basic issue load
list.

Nonoperational effects. Failure effects which do not prevent aircraft
operation, but are economically undesirable due to added labor and material cost
for aircraft or shop repair.

Objectives. Values, or a range of values apportioned to the variou% design,
operational, and support elements of a system, which represent the desirable
levels of performance. Objectives are subject to tradeoffs to optimize system
requirements.

Operational check. A task to determine that an item is fulfilling its intended
purpose. Does not require quantitative tolerances. This is a failure finding
task.

Operational effects. Failure effects whicl, interfere with the completion of the
aircraft mission. These failures cause delays, cancellations, ground or flight
interruptions, high drag coefficients, altitude restrictions, etc.

Operational scenario. An outline projecting a course of action, under
representative operational conditions, for an operational system.

Preventive maintenance. The car-e and servicing by personnel, for the purpose of
maintaining syitem/eluipment safety and reliability levels, through systematic
inspection, detection, lubrication, cleaning, etc.
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Glossary (continued)

Redundant system. A system composed of two or more components, below major item
level, either of which is capable of performing the same mission or function
indepen4ently of each other.

Examples--

1. Two launchers in a Hawk battery are not a redundant system. The
launchers are considered major items.

2. Two hydraulic pumps in an aircraft, one primary and the other secondary
are considered a redundant system since each can perform the same function
independently of the other.

3. The tank turret system is operated with a redundant system. This
first is electro-hydraulic and the second is manual.

4. The brake system and the parking brake system on a vehicle would not be
considered redundant. The brake system function is to slow or stop the motion of
a vehicle. The function of the parking brake is to hold a vehicle once it has
stopped.

Reliability centered maintenance. A disciplined logic or methodology used to
identify prevelitive maintenance taks to realize the inherent reliability of
equipment at a minimum expenditure of resources.

Scheduled maintenance. Periodic prescribed inspection and/or servicing of
equipment accomplished on a calendar, mileage, or hours of operation basis.

Severity. The consequences of a failure :node. Severity considers the worst
potential consequence of a failure, determined by the degree of injury, property
damage, or system damage that could ultimately occur.

Single failure point. The failure of an item which would result in failure of
the system and is not compensated for by redundancy or alternative operational
procedure.

System engineering. The selective application of scientific and engineering
effort to--

a. Transform an operational need into 6 description of system performance
parameters and a system configuration through the use of an iterative process,
e.g., definition, synthesis, analysis, design, test and eialuation, etc.
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Glossary (continued)

b. Integrate related technical parameters and assure compatibility of all
physical, functional, logistic support, and program interfaces in a manner which
optimizes the total system definition and design.

c. Integrate reliability, maintainability, safety, human, and other such
factors into the total engineering effort.

System/equipment. The item under analysis, be it a complete system, or any
portion thereof being procured.

Threat mechanism. The means or methods which are embodied or employed as an
element of a man-made hostile environment to produce damage effects on a weapon
system and its components.

Trade-off. The determination of the optimum balance between system
characteristics (cost, schedule, performance, and supportability).

Training. The structured process by which individuals are provided with the
skills necessary for successful performance in their job, slot, billet, or
specialty.

Undectec.;ble failure. A postulated failure mode in the FMEA for which there is
no failure detection method by which the operator is made aware of the failure.

Unscheduled maintenance. Those unpredictable maintenance requirements that had
not been previously planned or progranmed, but which require promp't attention and
must be added, integrated with, or substituted for, previously scheduled
workloads.
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The proponent of this pamphlet is the U.S. Army Materiel Command.
Users are invited to send comments and suggested improvements on
DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and Plank Forms)
to Commander, USAMC Materiel Readiness Support Activity (AMXMD-MD),
Lexington, KY 40511-5101.
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